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Revision Date Of Issue Engineering Change 

Number 
Comments 

05 2017-11-01 ECP-150007 
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ECP-160040 

ECP-160048 

ECP-160056 

ECP-170031 

First release of SEI-style architecture for M19. 

05 2018-04-30 ECP-SDP-180001 Release for M20, SDP pre-CDR 

06 2018-10-31 Document  

ECP-160040 

ECP-SDP-180002 

SDP PRECDR observations  addressed with reference to 
the PRECDR document against which the OAR was 
raised. 

 

   ATAM - General 

Major: 

SDPPRECDR-360 Demonstrate algorithms can be 
factored into Architecture (see Workflow views and 
Prototyping reports) 

SDPPRECDR-361 Analysis of execution engine to 
perform algorithms (see Workflow views and 
Prototyping reports) 

SDPPRECDR-362 Buffer size modelling (System Sizing) 

SDPPRECDR-363 Consistency of software deployment at 
different sites (Software Management C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-364 RT processing over long time intervals 
(Pre-processing workflow view) 

SDPPRECDR-365 Buffer write performance (No 
architectural action needed) 

SDPPRECDR-366 Evidence that architecture supports 
necessary algorithms (Workflow views, prototyping 
reports) 

SDPPRECDR-367 Restarting a processing block (see 
Buffer data lifecycle view) 

SDPPRECDR-368 Message queue modelling (SDP 
Operational System C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-369 Delivery crashing consequences 
(Delivery C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-370 AIV Support System architecture 
(Bridging work and SDP software context in Module 
decomposition) 

SDPPRECDR-371 Failure modes if workflow isn't 
deployed (Software Management C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-372 Versioning and branching workflow 
development (Science Pipeline Management Use Case 
view, Software Management C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-373 Architecture trade-off decisions 
(Rationales for all documents; Reading guide) 

SDPPRECDR-374 Processing container repositories 
(Software Management C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-375 Technical debt (Reading guide) 

SDPPRECDR-376 TM-SDP sequence diagram (TM-SDP 
ICD) 
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SDPPRECDR-377 Understanding SB definition (TM-SDP 
ICD) 

SDPPRECDR-378 System efficiency vs scheduling 
complexity (Reading guide, Execution control C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-379 Science data model stakeholders (ICD 
up to date - system issue mostly) 

SDPPRECDR-380 Test environments (SDP Construction 
and verification plan, SKA Software Verification and 
Test Plan, Reading guide for open architectural issue) 
SDPPRECDR-381 Managing test data products (see 
Buffer data lifecycle view) 

SDPPRECDR-382 Storing test data  (Buffer data lifecycle 
view and Delivery C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-383 Secure programing practices (SDP 
Construction and verification plan, SKA Software 
Verification and Test Plan) 
SDPPRECDR-384 LOW calibration risk (Workflow views) 

SDPPRECDR-385 TM support for SDP testing (SDP 
Construction and verification plan, SKA Software 
Verification and Test Plan) 
SDPPRECDR-386 Effect of heterogeneous hardware on 
scheduling (TM--SDP ICD) 

SDPPRECDR-387 Failure handling (Execution Control 
C&C view, Buffer data lifecycle view) 

SDPPRECDR-388 Coordinating dependent scheduling 
blocks (ASP aspects addressed in Reading guide, Buffer 
data lifecycle, some open questions on TM interaction 
for Bridging) 

SDPPRECDR-389 Handling aborts(TM-SDP ICD, 
Execution Control C&C view, Buffer data lifecycle view) 

SDPPRECDR-390 Sharing data between processing 
blocks (Buffer data lifecycle view) 

SDPPRECDR-391 Will QA be affected by Tango datatype 
limitations? (TM-SDP ICD) 

SDPPRECDR-392 How does OSO know what workflows 
are available? (Software Management C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-393 Processing Block time limits (closed by 
agreement) 

SDPPRECDR-394 Buffer data retention policy (Reading 
guide, Buffer data lifecycle view) 

SDPPRECDR-395 Purging buffer in the event of a TOO 
(Operational System C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-396 Buffer access for observing support 
tools (What is supported is covered in Buffer data 
lifecycle and Delivery views; Bridging activity proposed 
on remote visualisation analysis) 

SDPPRECDR-397 Mapping a change in processing to the 
resource model (Software Management C&C view, 
Reading guide for remaining open architectural issue) 

SDPPRECDR-398 Emergency fixes in operations 
(Software Management C&C, Bridging work on SKAO 
policy) 

SDPPRECDR-399 Calibration scheduling (Reading guide, 
Buffer data lifecycle view, Instrumental Calibration 
view) 

SDPPRECDR-400 Calibration updates (Reading guide, 
Buffer data lifecycle view, Instrumental Calibration 
view) 

SDPPRECDR-401 Science data catalogue replication 

SDPPRECDR-402 Data deletion policy (Buffer data 
lifecycle view) 

SDPPRECDR-404 Commissioning use cases (joint SKAO / 
SDP bridging activity) 
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SDPPRECDR-405 QA data product (SKAO / SDP Bridging 
activity) 

SDPPRECDR-406 Long term trend analysis (System level 
risk) 

SDPPRECDR-407 Define minimal set of QA parameters 
(joint activity with SKAO in bridging) 

SDPPRECDR-408 System level offline testing (SDP 
Construction and verification plan, SKA Software 
Verification and Test Plan) 
SDPPRECDR-409 Using SDP at SRCs (SDP Overview, 
Module decomposition, Bridging work) 

SDPPRECDR-410 System test plan SDP Construction and 
verification plan, SKA Software Verification and Test 
Plan) 
SDPPRECDR-411 Observatory support tool 
requirements (this is a bridging activity) 

SDPPRECDR-412 Driving SDP without TM  (SDP 
Overview, Module decomposition, Bridging work) 

SDPPRECDR-413 Design appears to need code to be 
built multiple times in different locations. (Software 
Management C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-414 Data provenance (System risk) 

 

   SDP Architectural Overview 

Major: 

SDPPRECDR-6 Document formatting does not comply 
with requirements (SDP Overview and SDP Reading 
Guide) 

SDPPRECDR-8 Impact of revised architecture 
(submission of complete CDR documentation) 

SDPPRECDR-9 Software reuse downselect (see Module 
views) 

SDPPRECDR-12 Architecture views (modified document 
structure to match SKA requirements) 

SDPPRECDR-85 missing architectural overview (SDP 
Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-113 Computational Requirements risk 
retirement (Costing, Basis of Estimate, Prototyping 
reports, SDP Operational System  C&C, Processing C&C, 
Hardware view) 

SDPPRECDR-128 Open SDP Architecture (SDP Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-131 References to "Telescope Model" are 
inconsistent with current usage by TM  (SDP Overview 
and SDP Reading Guide) 

SDPPRECDR-178 SDP resources to TM (SDP Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-238 Missing basic overview (SDP Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-248 Sky models are treated somewhat 
simplistic (Sky model data model view) 

SDPPRECDR-258 Missing description of Commissioning 
and AIV support system (SDP Overview and Bridging - 
agreed) 

SDPPRECDR-264 Too little motivation for design choices 
(Rational in all views and Reading Guide) 

SDPPRECDR-267 How is modifiability achieved? (SDP 
Overview and throughout architecture documentation) 

SDPPRECDR-273 Reuse conclusions are too simplistic 
(Module views, Reading guide and SDP overview) 

 

Minor: 

SDPPRECDR-10 Modifiability of supporting services 
(software Management C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-11 Module decomposition mapping 
(reading guide) 
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SDPPRECDR-13 Version History (Addressed in OAR and 
in new document structure) 

SDPPRECDR-29 VLBI data streams are not mentioned 
(page 5) (SDP Overview and Reading guide) 

SDPPRECDR-81 use of term "telescope model" (SDP 
Overview and Reading guide) 

SDPPRECDR-83 Fig 1 clarity (SDP Overview and Reading 
Guide) 

SDPPRECDR-86 missing stakeholders (addressed in 
OAR) 

SDPPRECDR-90 connection between the 2 Processing 
Centres (SDP Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-126 Common deployment of SDP software 
(Software Management C&C view) 

SDPPRECDR-139 Should probably be a box around the 
whole observatory  (SDP Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-140 SDP scope (Figure 3) changes  (SDP 
Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-141 Reason for using bold font  (SDP 
Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-144 Allocation Matrix (Readin Guide) 

SDPPRECDR-175 replace Fig 1 (SDP Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-176 VLBI interface with SDP  (SDP 
Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-256 Use of pulsar / P&T timing solutions 
(SDP Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-257 Voltages capture not described, 
transient buffer missing  (SDP Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-263 Scope of calibration solutions  (SDP 
Overview, Reading guide,  Buffer data lifecycle and 
Instrumental Calibration workflow) 

SDPPRECDR-265 TANGO not described (SDP Overview, 
Module decomposition) 

SDPPRECDR-266 Why does the LFAA system need 
access to the sky model? (System requirement 
addressed in OAR response) 

 

Typo: 

SDPPRECDR-17 typo affecting sentence meaning 
(Reading guide) 

SDPPRECDR-82 ToC page numbers do not match actual 
content (SDP Overview and Reading Guide) 

SDPPRECDR-84 Fig 4a naming consistency (SDP 
Overview and Reading Guide) 

SDPPRECDR-142 Inconsistency between Table 2 and 
team descriptions (Reading Guide) 

SDPPRECDR-143 Figure 4 caption doesn't relate to 
diagram (SDP Overview) 

SDPPRECDR-254 P&T not explained SDPoverview) 

SDPPRECDR-335 List of Abbreviations incomplete (SDP 
Overview) 

 

 

   System level Data Model View 

Major: 

SDPPRECDR-120 Processing Blocks 

Misleading sentence has been erased. The relationship 
between Processing Blocks and Scheduling Blocks has 
been further clarified. 

SDPPRECDR-121 Outstanding work  

This is about ObsCore searching metadata and I believe 
has been resolved by the Data Product Catalogue View 
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but this OAR expects data items to have been defined 
and this is not the output of the data model views. 

SDPPRECDR-210 Association of calibration tables with 
data to be calibrated.  

This is a data lifecycle issue, being addressed by Paul 
Alexander.  

SDPPRECDR-211 Detail for calibration tables 

Resolved with new data packets that have been created 
since OARs were written. 

SDPPRECDR-213 Absence of common data structure 

Resolved, text updated in the System-level Data Model 
View. 

SDPPRECDR-248 Sky models are treated somewhat 
simplistic 

Resolved by Sky Model data model view. 

SDPPRECDR-316 Extensibility and flexibility not 
described 

Resolved by adding comments about these in the 
System-level Data Model View and others. 

SDPPRECDR-319 LSM will need to contain more info 
than GSM 

Resolved by creation of Sky Model data model view. 

SDPPRECDR-323 Choices not motivated 

Resolved as rationale sections updated and no further 
objections raised after conclusion accepted 

SDPPRECDR-325 Imaging product issues (too specific, 
somewhat outdated and inaccurate) 

We have developed image and uv gridded data model 
view packets. However there is an outstanding issue 
that perhaps needs further examination. Note that it is 
an SDP Level 2 requirement to support Taylor terms, 
not a Level 1 requirement.  

SDPPRECDR-327 Questions about data models 

Resolved in System-Level Data Model View and by 
creating more detailed data model views. 

Minor: 

SDPPRECDR-81 use of term "telescope model" 

The term 'Telescope Model' has been dropped. Where 
appropriate 'Telescope Configuration Data' is used. 

SDPPRECDR-170 diffuse galactic emission on the data 
models 

The GSM Data Model view packet explicitly includes 
images as one of the representations of the sky to 
support diffuse emission. 

SDPPRECDR-212 Use of parallactic angle by SDP 

This will be mentioned  in the SDP-TM ICD. 

SDPPRECDR-274 observatory data products 

The terms have been standardised and corrected in the 
System level data model view. 

SDPPRECDR-275 Low transient buffer from LFAA 

The text has been duly updated on p 10 of the 
System-level data model view. 

SDPPRECDR-317 Source representation misses details 

SDPPRECDR-318 Reuse of existing GSM and LSM 
models 

The new Sky Model Data Model addresses this in the 
Rationale section. 

SDPPRECDR-320 Processing state information 

A Science Data Model has been created. 

SDPPRECDR-321 Where are the requested processing 
settings stored? 
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Processing parameters and how they are handled are 
now made more explicit in the System-level Data Model 
view, the Processing Data Model, and the Science Data 
Model. 

SDPPRECDR-322 Quality Assessment metrics too 
simplistic 

QA Metrics are not being explicitly described at this 
time. As the System-level Data Model view states: 
'There is no definitive list of Quality Assessment metrics 
at this moment.' 

SDPPRECDR-324 List of data items unclear 

Further data models have been developed.  

SDPPRECDR-326 Unclear what calibrated visibilities are 

New view packets in data models and workflows 
address this OAR. 

SDPPRECDR-329 Database of RFI sources out of place 

Reworded the description of the data model to 
reference  to the RFI mask 

SDPPRECDR-330 Why does calibration not mention 
time and direction as dimensions? 

Addressed in Calibration Data Model. 

SDPPRECDR-332 Missing telescope state information 

Addressed in new data models. 

 

   Processing Component Module View 

Major: 

SDPPRECDR-115 efficiency estimates 

SDPPRECDR-214 Where do computation estimates 
come from? 

SDPPRECDR-215 Criteria for deciding whether to re-use 
existing software 

SDPPRECDR-216 Aims of document are not met 

SDPPRECDR-225 Algorithms for leakage calibration 

SDPPRECDR-226 Missing categories 

SDPPRECDR-227 Direction-dependent calibration 

SDPPRECDR-276 Processing design does not fullfill 
requirements for SKA 

SDPPRECDR-277 Modularization not consistent with 
how existing algorithms work 

SDPPRECDR-281 Imaging modularization is not 
matching 

SDPPRECDR-282 'performance' indications are not well 
motivated 

 

Minor: 

SDPPRECDR-81 use of term "telescope model" 

SDPPRECDR-109 Readability 

SDPPRECDR-110 what to include in visibility arithmetic 

SDPPRECDR-278 Description of calibration should be 
extended and focussed 

SDPPRECDR-280 Imaging weights vs visibility weights 

SDPPRECDR-289 References to outdated LOFAR-BBS 

SDPPRECDR-290 Restoration needed for any imaging 
type 

 

Typo: 

SDPPRECDR-111 typo 

SDPPRECDR-279 Avoid use of term DFT 

SDPPRECDR-288 Use of 'MFS' and 'MSMFS' 
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SDPPRECDR-315 co-planarity should be non-coplanarity 

 

   Delivery C&C view 

Major: 

SDPPRECDR-70 quantifying quality requirements 

SDPPRECDR-75 5.1 Drivers 

SDPPRECDR-91 Product Request 

SDPPRECDR-202 Questions on Science Data Product 
Catalogue 

 

Minor: 

SDPPRECDR-71 layout and readability 

SDPPRECDR-72 missing entries 

SDPPRECDR-73 2.2.2 external interfaces 

SDPPRECDR-74 variability guide 

SDPPRECDR-203 Delivery to particular SRCs 

SDPPRECDR-204 Transfer end point 

 

   System-level Module Decomposition  

and Dependency View 

 

Major: 

SDPPRECDR-102 running SDP operational services 
elsewhere 
SDPPRECDR-103 missing platform service? 
SDPPRECDR-108 missing uses discussion? 

Minor: 

SDPPRECDR-104 Science Regional Centres 
SDPPRECDR-106 Terminology 
SDPPRECDR-127 Sequential development of dependent 
components 
SDPPRECDR-129 SKA Python env 
SDPPRECDR-137 science pipeline workflows 
SDPPRECDR-173 software manteinance 

 

Typo: 

SDPPRECDR-105 typo 

 

 

   Processing C&C View 

Major: 

SDPPRECDR-119 TANGO & intermediate component for 
performance isolation 

 

Minor: 

SDPPRECDR-56 data islands definition 

SDPPRECDR-57 failures and delays 

SDPPRECDR-116 bandwidth figures 
SDPPRECDR-133 testability 

 

Typo: 

SDPPRECDR-117 typo 
SDPPRECDR-118 typo 

 

   Hardware Decomposition View 

 

Added VLBI capabilities to SKA1-Low (Hardware 
decomposition) 
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Minor: 

SDPPRECDR-87 compute islands 

SDPPRECDR-88 Regional science centre 

SDPPRECDR-199 difference between Mid and Low in 

Fig4 

SDPPRECDR-200 no VLBI in figure 2 

SDPPRECDR-296 Reference Documents 

 

Typo: 

SDPPRECDR-295 Inherent Availability 

 

   Platform Services C&C View 

 

Minor: 

SDPPRECDR-99 missing reference 

SDPPRECDR-100 Regional science centre 

SDPPRECDR-102 running SDP operational services 
elsewhere 

 

Typo: 

SDPPRECDR-101 typo 

 

   Science Pipeline Management Use Case View 

 

Major: 

SDPPRECDR-221 Purpose of document? 

 

Minor: 

SDPPRECDR-122 Validation functionalities and their 
allocation 

SDPPRECDR-179 defining "validation" 

SDPPRECDR-180 include Reliability and/or Robustness? 

 

   Functional View 

Major: 

SDPPRECDR-201 Obs Supp Tools missing from Fig 1? 

SDPPRECDR-235 Missing or poorly described 
functionality 

SDPPRECDR-236 Document needs to be taken to more 
detailed level 

 

   Operational system C&C 

Major: 

SDPPRECDR-36 SDP deployments at the SRCs 
SDPPRECDR-38 TM cancelling Offline Processing Blocks 

SDPPRECDR-92 dual RPC interface 

SDPPRECDR-93 Configuration Database analysis 

SDPPRECDR-107 SOA architecture 

SDPPRECDR-245 Quality assessment not well defined 
SDPPRECDR-246 Use of data queues not clear 
SDPPRECDR-248 Sky models are treated somewhat 
simplistic 

SDPPRECDR-252 Rational not very justifying 

SDPPRECDR-286 not accepting data products into the 
SDPC (Buffer data lifecycle view, Open SDP architectural 
issue in Reading Guide) 
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Minor: 

SDPPRECDR-26 configuration database 
SDPPRECDR-28 science data model interface with LFAA 
SDPPRECDR-96 Sky Model Database update 

SDPPRECDR-98 Failover control in application logics 

SDPPRECDR-124 In section on "recieve and real-time 
processing" there isn't a description of the "real time 
processing" component 
SDPPRECDR-165 Telescope model 
SDPPRECDR-222 Latency requirement for execution 
control not entirely clear 
SDPPRECDR-223 Reliability for QA 
SDPPRECDR-224 Latency for model access 
SDPPRECDR-247 Reliability, performance, resources and 
security not justified 
SDPPRECDR-249  Description of "States" not really 
useful 

SDPPRECDR-250 Relation to regional centre not finished 

SDPPRECDR-251 Performance rational not finished 
SDPPRECDR-283 QA link to Receive & Real time 
processing 
SDPPRECDR-284 observatory support tools 
SDPPRECDR-285 reprocessing data 
SDPPRECDR-287 PBs running out of time 

 

Typo: 

SDPPRECDR-30 sentence not making sence 
SDPPRECDR-94 configuration VS coordination 

 

   System-level security view 

Major: 

SDPPRECDR-76 Primary representation - various issues 

SDPPRECDR-123 NSDN security 

 

 

 

 
 

DOCUMENT SOFTWARE 
 Package Version Filename 

Word processor Google Docs  SKA-TEL-SKO-0000000-01_GenDocTemplate 

Block diagrams    

Google docs 
Add-ons 

Cross Reference 

Table of contents 

List of figures 

 Used for figure & table numbering and references. 

Used for heading numbering. 

Used to generate list of figures and tables 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the document 
This document provides a reading guide to the SDP Architecture.  It introduces the SDP architecture 

and provides information which is beyond the information contained in the individual views of the 

architecture. 

 

This document implements the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) “Views and Beyond” 

documentation. 

1.2 Scope of the document 
This document provides information beyond the individual views into the SDP architecture.  This 

document together with the associated views presents the formal SDP architecture. 

 

Section 3 of this document is also reproduced in the informal SKA1 SDP High Level Overview 

Document [RD02]. 

 

The document also introduces some specific terms which are used extensively (shown in italic bold) :                

these are formally defined in the project dictionary, but again are introduced here. 

 

2 References 

2.1 Applicable Documents 
The following documents are applicable to the extent stated herein. In the event of conflict between 

the contents of the applicable documents and this document, the applicable documents shall take 

precedence. 

This list of applicable documents applies to the whole of the SDP Architecture. 

[AD01]  SKA-TEL-SKO-0000002 SKA1 System Baseline Design V2, Rev 03 

[AD02] SKA-TEL-SKO-0000008 SKA1 Phase 1 System Requirement Specification, Rev 11 

[AD03] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000033 SDP Requirements Specification and Compliance Matrix, Rev 
02C 

[AD04] SKA-TEL-SKO-0000307 SKA1 Operational Concept Documents, Rev 02 

[AD05] 000-000000-010 SKA1 Control System Guidelines, Rev 01 

[AD06] 100-000000-002 SKA1 LOW SDP to CSP ICD, Rev 04A 

[AD07] 100-000000-025 SKA1 LOW SDP to SaDT ICD, Rev 04 

[AD08] 100-000000-029 SKA1 LOW SDP to TM ICD, Rev 03B 

[AD09] 100-000000-033 SKA1 LOW SDP to LFAA Interface Control Document (ICD), Rev 01 

[AD10] 300-000000-002 SKA1 MID SDP to CSP ICD, Rev 04A 
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[AD11] 300-000000-025 SKA1 MID SDP to SaDT ICD, Rev 04 

[AD12] 300-000000-029 SKA1 MID SDP to TM ICD, Rev 03B 

[AD13] SKA-TEL-SKO-0000484 SKA1 SDP to INFRA-AUS and SKA SA Interface Control 
Document, Rev 02 

[AD14] SKA-TEL-SKO-0000661 Fundamental SKA Software and Hardware Description 
Language Standards 

[AD15] http://www.ivoa.net/documents/TAP/  

[AD16] http://www.ivoa.net/documents/latest/SIA.html  

[AD17] http://www.ivoa.net/documents/DataLink/  

[AD18] http://www.ivoa.net/documents/SSA/  

[AD19] Memorandum of Understanding between  the SKA organisation and National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory relating to a work package for the study and design of a 
new data model for the CASA software package 

[AD20] MeasurementSet definition version 3.0. MSv3 team, eds. 2018. 
http://casacore.github.io/casacore-notes/264  

[AD22]  Shibboleth Authentication Service from Interenet2 
https://www.internet2.edu/products-services/trust-identity/shibboleth/  

[AD23] COmanage Authorization Service from Interenet2 
https://www.internet2.edu/products-services/trust-identity/comanage/  

[AD24] SKA-TEL-SKO-0000990 SKA Software Verification and Testing Plan 

2.2 Reference Documents 
 

The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the 

contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 

[RD01] Clements, P. et al., Documenting Software Architectures: Views and Beyond, 2nd 
edition, 2010 

[RD02] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000180 SKA1 SDP High Level Overview, Rev 01 

 

[RD03] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000072 SDP Memo: Can SDP Use existing Big Data Systems? 

[RD04] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000066 SDP Memo 017:Dataflow Choice 

[RD05] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000088 SDP Memo: Data Driven Architectural Choice 

[RD06] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000082 SDP Memo: Data-driven Architecture Prototyping 

[RD07] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000083 SDP Memo: Dataflow Prototyping 
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[RD08] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000084 SDP Memo: MeerKAT Report 

[RD09] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000117 SKA1 SDP Execution Frameworks Prototyping Report, Rev 01 

[RD10] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000150 SKA1 SDP Algorithm Reference Library (ARL) Prototyping        
Report, Rev 01 

[RD11] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000153 SKA1 SDP DALiuGE Prototyping Report, Rev 01 

[RD12] Dask documentation: https://dask.org/  
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3 The SKA-SDP System Overview 

An overview of the SKA-SDP system and the architecture is presented in the SDP High Level Overview                 

[RD02]. 

 

3.1 The SKA-SDP in the Observatory Context 

The SKA Science Data Processor (SDP) is an element of the overall SKA system (see Figure 1) [AD01].                  

The SDP is the element of the telescope responsible for the processing of various observed data into                 

the required data products, the long term preservation of these data products, and the delivery of                

these products to the SKA Observatory, and delivery to SKA Regional Centres (SRCs).  

 

Figure 1: Overview of the SKA system showing the relationship of the SDP to the rest of the SKA system. 

The SKA-SDP will function in a way unlike conventional HPC or Cloud systems: 

● The SDP is under the overall control of the SKA control and monitoring system and some SDP                 

activities are scheduled in the same way as the rest of the telescope. For example, some                

data acquisition and processing will be triggered by transient astronomical events; and some             

maintenance activities will need to be aligned with the maintenance of the rest of the               

telescope. 

● Data must be ingested from the telescope at a high rate and some initial processing               

performed to feedback information to the telescope. Both are time-critical activities. 
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● The ingested data must be further processed in a batch-oriented mode so that the              

throughput of the SDP keeps up with the overall telescope operations. 

The SKA Observatory is distributed across three physical sites (see Figure 2). The headquarters are               

located in the UK and the two observatory sites in South Africa (SKA1-Mid) and Australia (SKA1-Low).                

The SDP will be deployed to each of the observatory sites: there will be separate hardware                

deployments at the SDP data centres in Cape Town and Perth; however, the SDP software is a                 

common deployment to both of these platforms.  

 

Figure 2: Deployment of the SDP within the SKA Observatory. The SKA Observatory has its headquarters in the                  

UK at Jodrell Bank and two sites in South Africa and Western Australia. There will be two physical platform                   

deployments to processing centres in Cape Town (South Africa) and Perth (Australia). The SDP software will be                 

common across the observatory and will be deployed to each of the SKA processing centres associated with                 

SKA1 Mid and SKA1 Low. The SKA Regional Centres (SRCs) form a group of data and science support centres:                   

SKA data products may be moved between them. 

The SDP is responsible for the production of observatory data products which are the science data                

products produced by the observatory. The science data products may be queried by duly authorised               

users at each SDP site with further processing and analysis being performed at SKA Regional Centres                

(SRCs).  

The SDP is also responsible for [AD02, AD03]: 
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● Computing calibration information required by the SKA system including time-critical          

calibration solutions; 

● Alert generation; 

● Providing additional metadata to describe the provenance of data; 

● Quality Assessment information for evaluating the efficacy and scientific quality of the            

processing.  

The SDP receives two types of observational data. These are visibility data, received as a continuous                

flow to be processed and imaged, and non-imaging data (Transient buffer, Pulsar and Transient              

Search Candidates and Pulsar Timing Data) received as discrete chunks. Initial pulsar search and              

timing analysis is performed within the CSP element at the telescope sites. The SDP provides the                

ability to process both these data independently (as may be the case during commissioning) or               

commensally (as expected during operation).  

 

 

Figure 3: Diagram depicting the scope of the SDP in terms of the information and data to be communicated. All                    

data are communicated via interfaces to other elements of the SKA telescopes or SKA Regional Centres (see                 

system overview below). Raw astronomical data are input and combined with data and metadata labelled               

Telescope Configuration.  These data are processed and output as Science Products which can be queried.  

The scope of the SDP in terms of the nature of interactions is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Additionally, the SDP supports commensal operation and the processing of multiple observational            

programmes each of which utilise a subset of the telescope — the so-called sub-arraying of or                

multi-beaming for aperture arrays.  
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The SDP ingests observed (raw) data from the correlator, pulsar-search candidates or pulsar timing              

solutions. The pulsar search is performed on a specialist platform within the Central Signal Processor,               

with classification then produced in SDP – this is a system optimisation: given the large volume of                 

beam-formed data the system is optimised by this collocation. On command, the SDP is also               

required to ingest raw “voltage data” associated with each collecting element. The SDP is under the                

overall control of the Telescope Manager and must also report monitoring information both of the               

hardware and software and provide resource availability for scheduling. Communication of the            

control and monitoring information is in large part managed by interfaces which support TANGO              

which is the adopted control and monitoring layer of the telescope. 

The SDP interfaces to the SKA control system and time-critical processing is directly scheduled by the                

SKA observatory. Production of non-time-critical data products is performed in a batch-oriented            

processing mode: the overall science scheduling of the telescopes is linked to the available compute               

and data-storage resource of the SDP (determined by a system sizing model and cost constraints) so                

that the overall throughput of the processing does not result in the telescope being unable to                

observe.  

The SKA has adopted a Tiered model for data delivery with SKA Regional Centres (SRCs) playing a                 

formal role of accepting/requesting SKA-SDP data products and making these available to            

astronomers together with processing resources and support. The SKA Regional Centres will enforce             

the SKA data access policies. 

Along with observational data, Control, Monitoring, Feedback and Event information is provided            

from and to the rest of the SKA system as shown in Figure 3 [AD05]. These data and metadata                   

(operating under different cadence depending on the processing being performed) provide           

information on (data items from Figure 3 shown bold): 

● real-time Calibration solutions for updating the SKA system 

● providing access to the Sky Model for use elsewhere in the SKA system and to enable                

maintenance of the sky model by the SKA observatory staff 

● Control information for the SDP system (via TANGO) and for processing workflows            

(scheduling blocks) 

● Monitoring information describing the health-state of the SDP and providing resource           

information for managing the execution of the scheduling blocks (via TANGO) 

● Quality Assessment data in the form of visual information for Operator intervention and             

metrics for Quality Assessment . 

● metadata describing the Telescope Configuration and Telescope Model including         

configuration information, empirical parameters etc.  

● Alerts which can be generated and promulgated from the SDP, via the control system, to the                

SKA to permit follow-on processing. 

The SDP allows appropriately privileged external users and users within the Observatory to query the               

metadata associated with the data products. The required Authentication, Authorisation, Allocation           

and Identity (AAAI) management information about users is requested from TM. The result of such a                

query may be the bulk transfer of data to an SKA Regional Centre (SRC) over International WANs and                  

National Research and Education Networks (NRENs).  
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The SKA Regional Centres will be required to support a query client and to support a function to                  

receive data from the SDP. The SDP produces a number of standard data products which are                

delivered to SKA Regional Centres and also persisted in long term storage as the principle archive of                 

SKA data. 

3.1.1 Variants of the SDP 

The architecture of the SDP has been developed so that variants of the SDP system, or new systems                  

using SDP components can be constructed.  The main variants currently identified are: 

● AIV and Commissioning system 

● SRC implementation of SDP 

 

The AIV and commissioning system is a product built with a combination of SDP components and                

other software including, but not limited to, CASA. This product variant will be used for example to                 

perform acceptance tests on various components and implement specific tools needed by the             

commissioning science teams. The detailed requirements for this product variant will be developed             

during bridging.  It is developed as part of the SDP construction. 

 

The SRC implementation of the SDP is a product variant which will be architected and developed for                 

deployment at SKA Regional Science Centres. The main variation against the standard SDP product              

will include 

● Operation of the SDP outside of the overall SKA control and monitoring environment 

● Support for locally developed workflow which operate on observatory data products as their             

input data 

● Modified data access approaches 

The architecture for this variant will be developed during bridging. 

 

3.2 Control and Operational Concepts [AD04, AD05] 

3.2.1 Introduction to control concepts 

Unlike a normal HPC or Cloud-like infrastructure the SDP is under the control of the overall telescope                 

Control and Monitoring system often referred to in current documentation as the Telescope             

Manager, TM. 

 

The SDP control concept provides top-level control over the SDP resources, both hardware and              

software, to ensure that the required capabilities of the overall telescope can be realised. Thus, the                

SDP control concept encompasses both the internal control and monitoring of the individual             

components of the SDP and the interface(s) between the SDP and other telescope subsystems. 

 

The telescope has an overall schedule of observations that is constructed taking into account the               

availability of resources of all of the elements of the telescope. The SDP responds to the schedule it                  

receives and, commensurate with the actual observations, must ingest data in real time. At the same                

time, SDP performs other real-time processing which is required for the operation of the telescope               

(real-time calibration), and for time-critical science operations, and batch-processing of data           

previously ingested. In the case of SDP, this includes assessing system resource availability which is               
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affected by the processing of data from completed observations. In planning the schedule of the               

telescope, and immediately prior to the submission of a Scheduling Block for execution, the              

Telescope Manager system uses modules supplied by SDP to determine current and projected             

resource allocations. 

 

SDP receives a series of scheduling blocks from Telescope Manager which contain both the              

observations to be conducted but also, as a sub-component of the scheduling block, one or more                

processing blocks which instruct SDP how to analyse the data. Typically a processing block will               

instruct SDP to perform one of a number of predetermined workflows using parameters appropriate              

to the observational data, and also define the data products to be produced and added to the                 

science data product catalogue. The SKA has the concept of sub-arrays which are partitions of the                

system hardware and which are scheduled independently. Additionally for SKA-Low, there is the             

additional concept of independent beams which again may be independently scheduled. For every             

sub-array / beam SDP will process separate processing blocks. 

 

There is additional overall control of SDP from the Telescope Manager giving a number of defined                

commands typically to instruct SDP to transition between well-defined states. The SDP element must              

also produce monitoring information both of the hardware and software, but also of the progress               

and quality of reduction the workflows achieve. The latter are distinct and are handled by the                

Quality Assessment functions. Communication of the control and monitoring information is in large             

part managed by interfaces which support TANGO which is the adopted control and monitoring              

layer of the telescope. 

 

3.2.2 Overview of data lifecycle 

SDP ingests data from the Central Signal Processor – the different type of ingested data are                

discussed in Section 3. This is a time critical activity and any failure in SDP, the data network or CSP                    

will result in some data loss. One of the reliability aspects which SDP addresses will be to minimise                  

the data loss during this ingest phase. 

 

Other activities performed by SDP depend on the type of data ingested. 

 

● Visibility data: 

○ The visibility data are used for time-critical calibration (see Section 4.3) and also for              

some time-sensitive science analysis – for example the detection of slow transients            

using imaged visibility data; 

○ The data are then persisted within SDP for subsequent analysis; 

○ Further calibration, imaging and deconvolution are performed according to         

instructions in the processing block in a batch-processing mode acting on the            

persisted data; 

○ Data products produced are copied to long-term storage to form an observatory            

archive of all data products; 

○ Data products are migrated to SKA regional centres as determined by SKA access             

policies; 

○ Resources including the persisted data are released when all processing, delivery           

and migration to Long Term Storage of data products  is complete. 
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● Pulsar search and timing data: 

○ Initial pulsar search and timing analysis is performed within the CSP element at the              

telescope sites. 

■ SDP receives pulsar candidates for further analysis 

○ The data are persisted within SDP for subsequent analysis; 

○ Further analysis is performed according to the instructions in the processing block in             

a batch-processing mode acting on the persisted data; 

○ Data products produced are copied to long-term storage to form an observatory            

archive of all data products; 

○ Data products are migrated to SKA regional centres as determined by SKA access             

policies; 

○ Resources including the persisted data are released when all processing is complete. 

 

● Transient buffer data: 

○ The data are persisted within SDP; 

○ Data products produced are copied to long-term storage to form an observatory            

archive of all data products; 

○ Data products are migrated to SKA regional centres as determined by SKA access             

policies; 

○ Resources including the persisted data are released when all processing is complete. 

 

● VLBI data: 

○ VLBI data pass through the SDP hardware switches to the external world, but are not               

processed in any way by the SDP. 

 

Commensal operation is supported so that one of more of these data types may be ingested at the                  

same time.  Examples when this occurs are: 

● The SKA is configured with more than one sub-array; 

● The SKA is performing pulsar observations with tied-array beams where all the antennas (in              

a sub-array) are summed with specific phases in the CSP: SDP will also receive visibility data                

from the same sub-array and these data will be used within SDP to solve for calibration                

solutions which will be used by CSP in the beam-forming step; 

● During VLBI observations SDP will simultaneously receive visibility data which will be used to              

find calibration solutions used for the antennas in the VLBI observations.  

 

3.2.3 Overview of Calibration from the SDP Perspective 

Calibration of the SKA system is a critical aspect for the success of the science objectives. While                 

calibration occurs throughout the system, it is within the SDP where the data produced by the                

telescope come together and analysis of these data can be used to solve for the calibration solutions                 

used (a) in the rest of the telescope or (b) just used within SDP. 

 

The requirement on SDP is that it shall support state of the art algorithms throughout and this                 

applies very much to calibration. In broad terms what we mean by calibration is the determination                
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of parameters describing the behaviour of the telescope itself and parameters describing the             

corrupting effects of the atmosphere on the data received, although a clear separation is not               

possible in most cases.  Examples of calibration solutions in which SDP is involved include: 

● A complex gain as a function of time for each antenna or station within the array 

● Frequency response (often called pass-band) of antennas and the system 

● Polarization response of antennas and the system 

● Measurement of the parameters describing the beam of an antenna or station 

● Solving for the parameters of the pointing model of each antenna 

● Determining the observed versus commanded pointing position of antennas and stations 

● Determining parameters of a direction-dependent complex phase screen as a function of            

time. 

 

At the start of any SDP processing a science data model is constructed which holds all of the                  

information needed to perform the analysis of the data. This includes not only details from the                

processing block about the workflow to use etc., but also the results of querying the SKA                

Configuration Repository  for existing calibration solutions and other required information. 

 

Specific aspects of calibration are now considered. 

 

3.2.3.1 Global Sky Model 

All calibration ultimately reduces to a constrained comparison of the data to an input model. The                

input model is in most cases a parameterised model of the sky termed the global sky model (GSM).                  

The global sky model is maintained within SDP and a sub-set of this model, termed the local                 

sky-model (LSM) is used as input for analysis of a given observation. 

 

The GSM has a sophisticated data model which enables both simple and complex representations of               

the sky: all representations are effectively described by a set of basis functions and parameters for                

those functions. The GSM allows for both simple (e.g. gaussians, delta-functions) and complex basis              

functions (e.g. shapelets) as well as groupings of these (e.g. images or multiple delta-function              

components). 

 

The GSM is not static but is improved over time as knowledge of the sky improves through                 

observations with the SKA itself.  Updates to the GSM are made by observatory staff. 

 

The LSM is also not static and can be updated during a workflow. The LSM so-produced becomes a                  

data product. It is expected that the observatory staff will use these data products in part in their                  

updates of the GSM. 

 

Data from the GSM will also be tagged as suitable sources for phase and amplitude calibration                

observations. 

 

3.2.3.2 Pointing Calibration, Holography etc 

The SDP will receive specific processing blocks for ingest and analysis of calibration observations of               

different types and will analyse these data to solve for  
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● local pointing offsets, either on individual pointing calibrators for reference pointing, or for a              

large set of pointing calibrators when the pointing model needs to be updated. The actual               

update of parameters of the pointing model of antennas will not be done by SDP. SDP will                 

receive a processing block for this specific calibration step; 

● Parameters specifying the dish surface with holography observations. 

 

 

3.2.3.3 Real-time calibration 

Real time calibration is always performed on ingested visibility data against an appropriate LSM. The               

solutions are obtained on a cadence specified in the processing block – solutions must be found                

against a latency requirement.  These solutions which are a set of complex gains are: 

● Used by SDP as the calibration of the data for any real-time science analysis 

● Made available to the rest of the SKA system (in particular they will be used by CSP): this is                   

done by publishing these solutions using a TANGO device to which other parts of the system                

may subscribe. 

 

3.2.3.4 Calibration Observations 

The SKA will perform specific observations in which a calibrator source is observed. The SDP will                

process these data according to instructions in the processing block for these observations and              

determine the required calibration solutions. These solutions are then entered into the SKA             

Configuration Repository. The analysis of a calibration observation must therefore be scheduled by             

the telescope operations to be completed before processing any observation which needs to make              

use of this calibration solution as the science data model for that processing will query the SKA                 

Configuration Repository for calibration solutions its requires at initialisation of that workflow. 

 

3.2.3.5 Self-Calibration 

Self-calibration is an iterative scheme in which the local sky model is iteratively improved together               

with the calibration solutions. This is a major driver for the SDP architecture, as it requires multiple                 

access to the visibility data. Direction dependent solutions are also required and supported. Specific              

generalised calibration approaches are considered in the detailed SDP architecture. 

 

3.2.4 Approach to Open Source Software Use 

The SDP architecture is inspired by and proposes use of open source products where appropriate.               

An example of this is the use of OpenStack and related projects for implementation of the platform. 

Experience indicates that, for even the highest quality open-source products, the future            

development of the product may: 

● Cease and become superseded by newer technologies with the community support falling            

away or ending completely 

● Diverge from the needs of the SKAO  

● Be superseded by new projects which compete with it 
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Examples exist where projects which have adopted an open source product during construction have              

felt it necessary to take over maintenance of the product for internal use or branch the product to                  

maintain an older version compatible with the use within the project. 

The SKAO should have a clear approach to how these challenges are addressed within the SKA                

project.  The view of the SDP architecture team is: 

● The Architecture should isolate the dependency on Open Source products when this is             

possible 

● Open source projects should be tracked as they develop to avoid branching or lock in to                

obsolete versions. 

● In the event of obsolescence of an open source project the SKA should either migrate to the                 

new open source product which has caused the obsolescence or re-architect the SDP system              

if new technologies have led to the obsolescence 
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4 Documentation Roadmap 

4.1 Documentation Scope 
 

The documentation approach taken is a mix of the “Views and Beyond” approach of the Software 

Engineering Institute (SEI) and the SKA System Engineering documentation standards.  The 

configured documents are discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.  Additionally supporting and referenced 

documents are referenced.  For supporting documents, the SDP has maintained a memo series in a 

similar fashion to similar development projects in astronomy. 

 

The documentation is submitted to the SKAO as a set of signed documents.  

 

4.2 How the Documentation is Organised 
 

The documentation is organised into a set of views.  Where appropriate a given view is organised 

hierarchically via view packets.  

 

Additional documentation exists beyond the architecture documentation and includes the following 

system engineering configured documents: 

 

Non-Architecture Documents 

SDP High Level Overview SKA-TEL-SDP-0000180, Rev 01 

Construction & Verification Plan, 
including Construction Schedule 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000047 Rev 04 

Requirements specification and 
Compliance Matrix 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000033 Rev 03 

RAM analysis 
Including RAM spreadsheet 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000115 Rev 01 

Risk Register SKA-TEL-SDP-0000052 Rev 08 

SDP Cost Model and Basis of 
Estimate 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000043 Rev 04 
SKA-TEL-SDP-0000046 Rev 04 

Operations Plan SKA-TEL-SDP-0000081 Rev 02 

ILS Plan SKA-TEL-SDP-0000050 Rev 03 

Configuration Items list, including 
PBS 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000048 Rev 03 

System Sizing SKA-TEL-SDP-0000038, Rev 03 

SDP Glossary SKA-TEL-SDP-0000056, Rev 03 
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 Table 1: System Engineering artefacts and other configured items document list 

 

The SDP has performed prototyping in support of the architecture. A brief overview of the SDP 

prototyping is found in SKA-TEL-SDP-0000054; there are further reports covering the various areas of 

SDP Prototyping: 

● SKA-TEL-SDP-0000117 SKA1 SDP Execution Framework Prototyping Report 

● SKA-TEL-SDP-0000137 SKA1 SDP SIP Prototyping Report 

● SKA-TEL-SDP-0000150 SKA1 SDP Algorithm Reference Library Prototyping Report 

● SKA-TEL-SDP-0000151 SKA1 SDP Performance Prototype Platform (P3-ALaSKA) Prototyping 

Report 

● SKA-TEL-SDP-0000153 SKA1 SDP DALiuGE Prototyping Report 

Supporting documentation is provided via the SDP memo series. The SDP memo series may be found 

at the following web address: 

https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/SDPDocumentLibrary/SDP+Memos 

All SDP memos are also deposited in eB, the SKA Configuration Management System.  

 

4.3 View Overview 
 

The SDP Architecture is documented according to the SEI recommendations for Architectural 

documentation as a series of “Views” and “View Packets”.  The views form a hierarchical structure 

onto the documentation. 

 

An overview of the SDP system and the architecture is presented in the SDP High Level Overview 

[RD02]. 

 

The entry point for most stakeholders will be the Component and Connector view. This view gives a 

view onto the instantiated run-time components of the system, their interfaces and multiplicity. 

 

The following views form the architecture for the CDR review of SKA1 SDP: 

 

● Reading Guide (in the file SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013_06_SDPArchitectureReadingGuide) 

This document forms the entry point into the architecture 

● Component and Connector Views (One file contains the C&C views of the SDP Architecture: 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013_06_SDPArchitecture_CC_views) 

○ Component and connector views are a standard SEI style indicating the instantiation 

of components within the system at run-time and interfaces between them. 

Multiplicity is also shown which is a key aspect of the distributed parallel SDP 

architecture. 

○ SDP Operational System 

This view presents the running SDP system, showing how the various components 

work together to receive and  process data and deliver science products.  

View packets: 

■ Processing  

Here the scalability of the processing architecture is addressed and the 

architecture supporting  multiple execution engines presented 
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● DALiuGE 

Execution engine DALiuGE architecture is shown in the SDP context 

● Dask 

Execution engine Dask architecture is shown in the SDP context 

● MPI 

Execution engine MPI architecture is shown in the SDP context 

■ Delivery  

Delivery provides a critical interface to the data products produced by SDP 

and includes the cataloguing, indexing and management of these data 

products both within the observatory, but also the technical aspects of 

product management in relation to their delivery to SKA Regional Centres. 

■ Buffer & LTS 

The architecture and behaviour of the buffer component are described 

including scalability, data persistence and the interaction of the buffer with 

other components 

● Buffer Data Lifecycle view packet 

This view introduces the way in which the architecture manages 

data lifecycle within the BUffer component and considers the 

behaviour of the buffer for different aspects of data lifecycle 

including failure modes 

■ Execution Control 

Detail and decomposition of execution control component including the 

interface to TANGO and the overall states and behaviour of the SDp control 

■ Model Databases 

Detail of the Model Databases component 

○ Platform 

The platform is a key element of the SDP architecture and is conceived around the 

architecture of cloud-like environments to provide large aspects of the resilience, 

reliability and portability of the SDP architecture. 

○ Software Management 

Architecture of the components providing the software management outside of the 

operational SDP architecture 

 

 

● Module Views (One file contains all the Module views of the SDP Architecture: 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013_06_SDPArchitecture_Module_views) 

○ SDP System Module Decomposition and Dependency view  

The system module view most clearly demonstrates the maintainability requirement 

for the SDP and also how algorithms will be supported as well as the ability of the 

architecture to make use of multiple (and evolving) execution frameworks which 

may have different characteristics. 

 

View packets 

■ Processing components 

This view demonstrates the requirements for support of current best 
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practice algorithms and also the maintainability and extensibility of the 

architecture from the point of view of new and emerging algorithm support. 

■ Delivery 

■ Execution Control 

■ Platform 

■ Workflow 

 

● Data Model Views (One file contains all the Data Model views of the SDP Architecture: 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013_06_SDPArchitecture_DataModel_views) 

○ SDP System-level Data Model View 

This view illustrates the main data models that underpin the SDP architecture, their 

relationship and the relationship to SKA-system data models.  The view packets 

listed below each provide details of the logical data model in detail. 

View packets  

■ Calibration Data Model 

■ Execution Control Data Model 

■ Sky Model 

■ Gridded Data Model 

■ Image Data Model 

■ Processing Data Model 

● Visibility Data Model  

● Non-Imaging Data Model 

■ Science Data Model 

■ SDP Data Product Catalogue 

■ Transient Source Catalogue 

 

● Security View (contained in the file: 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013_06_SDPArchitecture_Security_view ) 

○ System  

System-level security view for SDP 

 

● Computation and scaling view (contained in the file: 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013_06_SDPArchitecture_PerformanceModel ) 

○ Performance model  

The performance model provides a textual description of the analysis and model 

which is used to calculate the required computational performance for the 

workflows to be run on the SDP.  The model has been developed for the most 

computationally intensive workflows and steps therein and does not cover all the 

possible workflows that will run on the SDP system. 

 

● Functional architecture view (There are two files: one containing the Functional Architecture 

view; the other a mapping spreadsheet.) 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013_06_SDPArchitecture_FunctionalArchitecture and 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013_06_SDPArchitecture_MappingSpreadsheet) 

○ Allocation of functional decomposition to products  

The L2 requirements are allocated to functions and these functions are then 
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allocated to products.  The mapping from requirements to functions is in general 

many to few.  The L2 to functional mapping is available in the full L2 requirements 

specifications. 

 

● Use Case Views (One file contains all the use case views of the SDP Architecture: 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013_06_SDPArchitecture_UseCase_views) 

○ Science pipeline management 

The use case view shows how the Science Operations team as “Actors” interact with 

the SDP to create, modify and submit science pipeline workflows. 

 

● Workflows views (One file contains the workflows views of the SDP Architecture: 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013_06_SDPArchitecture_Workflows_views ) 

○ Science Pipeline Workflow view 

This view and the associated view packets for each workflow provide details of the 

algorithms and algorithm families that have been analysed and shown to be 

supported by the SDP architecture.  The list of workflows is not exhaustive and new 

workflows will be developed.  

View Packets 

■ Deconvolution 

■ Fast Imaging  

■ ICAL 

■ Imaging 

■ Instrumental Calibration 

■ Model Partition Calibration 

■ Non-Imaging Workflows 

● Pulsar Search 

● Pulsar Timing 

■ Pre-processing 

■ Real-Time Calibration 

■ Receive 

■ Scripts 

● Workflow scripts C&C view 

Component and connector view of the components and their 

behaviour which execute workflows 

● Workflow Pipeline scripts view 

Architecture of how the workflow scripts relate to other aspects of 

the SDP architecture including data entities and how the scripts are 

deployed. 

● Hardware Views (contained in the file: 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013_06_SDPArchitecture_Hardware) 

○ Hardware decomposition view  

The hardware view is a specific view to represent required abstractions of the 

structure of the hardware in order to achieve the required performance of the 

system. 
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4.4 How Stakeholders Should Use the Documentation 
 

The key stakeholders in the SDP documentation including all documents are: 

● Detailed design and architecture team [Des] 

● Expert technical reviewers [Rev] 

● SKAO Senior Leadership Team [SLT] 

● SKAO System Architecture Team [SAT] 

● SKAO Computing and software team [SST] 

● User: Telescope operator [Ops] 

● User: Platform operational support team [Plt] 

● User: Science operations [Sci] 

● Development teams [Dev] 

● Hardware integrators [HW] 

 

 

 Des Rev SLT SAT SST Ops Plt Sci Dev HW 

Non-architecture documents           

SDP High Level Overview X X X X X X  X X  

Construction and Verification Plan   X X X    X  

Requirements specification and 

Compliance Matrix X X X X X    X  

RAM analysis  X   X  X   X 

Risk Register X X X X X      

Cost Model and Basis of Estimate X  X X       

Operations Planning  X   X X  X   

ILS Plan  X   X X X   X 

Configuration Items list  X   X  X  X  

System Sizing Estimate  X   X  X  X  

SDP Glossary  X X X X X X X X X X 

Views           

Component and Connector Views           

SDP Operational System X X  X X X X X X  

  Buffer X X   X    X  

  Delivery X X   X    X  

  Model Databases X X   X    X  

  Processing X X   X    X  

Platform X X  X X  X  X  

Software Management X  X X X X  X X  

Module Views           

SDP System X X  X X X X X X  

  Processing components X X  X X   X X  

  Delivery X X       X  

  Execution Control X X       X  
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  Platform X X  X X  X  X  

  Workflow X X      X X  

Data Model Views           

SDP System-Level Data Model X X  X X    X  

  Calibration Data Model  X       X  

  Execution Control Data Model X X   X  X  X  

  Sky Model  X       X  

  Gridded Data Model  X       X  

  Image Data Model  X       X  

  Non-Imaging Data Model  X       X  

  Processing Data Model  X       X  

    Visibility Data Model  X       X  

  Science Data Model X X  X X    X  

  Science Data Product Catalogue  X      X X  

  Transient Source Catalogue  X      X X  

Security View           

System X X  X X X X  X  

Functional architecture View           

Allocation of functional decomposition to 

products X X  X X    X  

Computation and Scaling View           

Performance Model X X  X X   X   

Use Case Views           

Science pipeline management  X  X X X  X 

 

X  

Science Workflows views           

Science Pipeline Workflow  X  X X   X X  

  Deconvolution  X      X X  

  Fast Imaging  X      X X  

  ICAL  X      X X  

  Imaging  X      X X  

  Instrumental Calibration  X      X X  

  Model Partition Calibration  X      X X  

  Pulsar Search  X      X X  

  Pulsar Timing  X      X X  

  Pre-processing  X      X X  

  Real-time Calibration  X      X X  

  Receive  X      X X  

  Workflow Pipeline Scripts  X      X X  
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  Workflow Scripts C&C  X      X X  

Hardware, Deployment and Allocation 

Views          X 

Hardware Decomposition View X   X X  X   X 

 
Table 2: Mapping documents to stakeholders 
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5 How a View is Documented 
 

We have adopted a standard template for each view based on recommendations from the Software 

Engineering Institute [RD01].  Most views adhere to the following template: 

 

 

 

1. Primary Representation 

2. Element Catalogue 

2.1. Elements and Their Properties 

2.2. Relations and Their Properties 

2.3. Element Interfaces 

2.4. Element Behavior 

3. Context Diagram 

4. Variability Guide 

5. Rationale 

6. Related Views 

7. References  

7.1. Applicable Documents 

7.2. Reference Documents 

8. Version History 

 

 

The performance and hardware decomposition views are not a standard view within the SEI 
documentation and we have adopted an ad-hoc structure appropriate to these views. 

The sections of the SEI standard template contain the following information:  

5.1 V.1 Primary Representation 
This section contains the main diagram illustrating the view, and a textual description of its 

purpose. 

 

5.2 V.2 Element Catalogue 
This section is organised as a dictionary where each entry is an element of the Primary 

Presentation. For each element, we provide additional information and properties that the 

readers would need that would not fit in the Primary Presentation. This includes what the 

elements in the view are and the purpose or roles they play, rendered in the vocabulary of 

the view. 
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5.2.1 V.2.1 Elements and Their Properties 

This describes the main elements of the Primary representation, and a set of properties 

relevant to the view.  

 

5.2.2 V.2.2 Relations and Their Properties 

If the primary representation does not show all the relations, or if there are exceptions to 

what is shown in the primary representation, record this information here. 

 

5.2.3 V.2.3 Element Interfaces 

The  interfaces of this element are described here or the interface documentation for SKA is 

referenced. 

 

5.2.4 V.2.4 Element Behaviour 

This section contains Behavior diagrams (e.g., UML sequence diagrams, statecharts), and 

descriptions of element behaviour.  

Refer to Chapter 8 “Documenting Behaviour” [RD01]. 

 

5.3 V.3 Context Diagram 
This section contains a context diagram that graphically shows the scope of the part of the 

system represented by this view. A context diagram typically shows the part of the system 

(this view) as a single, distinguished box in the middle surrounded by other boxes that are the 

external entities. Lines show the relations between the part of the system and the external 

entities. 

Refer to Section 6.3 “Documenting Context Diagrams”[RD01]. 

 

5.4 V.4 Variability Guide 
This describes any variability mechanisms used in the portion of the system shown in this 

view, along with how and when (build time, deploy time, run time) those mechanisms may be 

exercised. Examples of variability include: optional components (e.g., plug-ins, add-ons); 

configurable replication of components and connectors; selection among different 

implementations of an element or different vendors; parameterised values set in build flags, 

.properties files, .ini files, or other config files. 

Refer to section 6.4 “Documenting Variation Points[RD01]”. 

 

5.5 V.5 Rationale 
The Rationale explains why the design reflected in this view came to be and provides a 

convincing argument that it is sound. This section will contain the rationale for any 

significant design decisions whose scope is limited to this view. Also it will contain  any 

significant rejected alternatives. This section may also indicate assumptions, constraints, 
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results of analysis and experiments, and architecturally significant requirements (Quality 

Attributes or Quality Attribute Scenarios) that affect the view.  

Refer to section 6.5 “Documenting Architectural Decisions”[RD01] 

 

5.6 V.6 Related Views 
This section contains links to any views that the reader may also wish to examine, because 

they contain related content. 

 

5.7 V.7 Reference Documents 
This section contains references for the view (packet) in question 
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6 System Overview 

6.1 Context of SKA-SDP and Variability 
The context of the SDP within the SKA telescope is shown in Figures 4a and 4b.  While there is one 

SDP software architecture, it is deployed to two SKA telescope sites. The context of these two 

instances differs slightly, with SDP external interfaces interfacing to different telescope elements in 

the two instances: the different interfaces are shown in the context diagrams of Figure 4.  The 

rationale for these differences is discussed in [System-level-document-reference-required]. 

 

Figure 4a: Context Diagram depicting the scope of the SDP within the SKA1-Low telescope. Raw data are                 

ingested into SDP from the Central Signal Processor: Visibility data, Vis; Pulsar Search Candidates PSS; pulsar                

timing data, PST; transient buffer. SDP makes the sky model available to other elements of the telescope and                  

enables updating by the SKA observatory staff. Control, monitoring and quality assessment information is              

communicated between Telescope Manager and SDP via the TANGO interface. SDP queries from Telescope              

Manager information on the Telescope Model and Telescope State and updates the telescope state with               

calibration solutions as required. Monitoring information in the form of logs is also passed to Telescope                

Manager. Interfaces to the Observatory are provided to for maintenance of the sky model and specifying                

delivery policies.  
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Figure 4b: Context Diagram depicting the scope of the SDP within the SKA1-Mid telescope. Raw data are                 

ingested into SDP from the Central Signal Processor: Visibility data, Vis; Pulsar Search Candidates PSS; pulsar                

timing data, PST; transient buffer. SDP makes the sky model available to other elements of the telescope and                  

enables updating by the SKA observatory staff. Control, monitoring and quality assessment information is              

communicated between Telescope Manager and SDP via the TANGO interface. SDP queries from Telescope              

Manager information on the Telescope Model and Telescope State and updates the telescope state with               

calibration solutions as required. Monitoring information in the form of logs is also passed to Telescope                

Manager. Interfaces to the Observatory are provided to for maintenance of the sky model and specifying                

delivery policies.  

 

6.2 Architectural aspects common across all views 
 

The requirements of the SDP mean that there is no one architectural pattern used to implement the 

SDP.  Instead a number of different architectural patterns are used.  However a number of 

architectural considerations are common across the architecture.  These include: 
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● Scalability.  The raw required peak performance of the SDP across both sites is of order 

250PFlop.  The ingest rate of raw data into the system is of order 1 TByte/s and the 

sustained read rate from persistent storage is of order ten times this value.  Scalability of the 

software architecture is essential so that an appropriately sized hardware system can be 

utilised. 

● Cost control and software reuse.  Although the SDP presents a new software architecture 

there is a significant requirement not to “reinvent the wheel” wherever possible.  This is 

highly desirable for cost control but also schedule control and reliability of reusing, where 

possible, tested software modules.  The system architecture has therefore been designed 

with this in mind - for example the architecture of the platform services closely follows 

open-source products such as OpenStack while not making a downselection to a particular 

technology so that an appropriate solution can be adopted at the time of construction. 

● Modifiability.  The detailed workflows which the SDP will run must reflect state of the art 

scientific algorithms at the time of telescope operation.  It is therefore essential to designing 

for these workflows to be upgraded.  Enabling modified and new workflows to be developed 

by observatory staff (and potentially others) is a significant consideration behind the 

architecture.  This is reflected architecturally by separating the running of the workflows and 

the services they require from the workflows themselves (which can be thought of as scripts 

linking computationally intensive components).  

● Availability.  The system is required to have high levels of availability and resilience.  This has 

been the fourth underlying architectural consideration, designing the system around, 

wherever possible, loosely coupled components with stateless control - control state is 

managed via a resilient configuration database. 
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7 Mapping Between Views 

7.1 Module Mapping to Components 
The mapping of SDP Modules (from the System-level Module view) to SDP Components (in the SDP 

Operational System C&C view) is contained in the file 

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013_06_SDPArchitecture_ModuleComponentMapping 
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8 Rationale 

8.1 Why a New Architecture for Radio Astronomy Software? 
The SKA-SDP is a new architecture for analysis of radio astronomy data.  Other such software have 

been and are actively being developed, most notably CASA for the JVLA and ALMA, and importantly 

software for the precursor and pathfinder telescopes LOFAR, MeerKAT, ASKAP and MWA.  

The Science Data Processor (SDP) challenge has aspects which, when considered together, make it              

unique among comparable systems in astronomy.  These include: 

1. The SDP is an intrinsic element of the SKA telescopes and not a separately scheduled,               

remote processing facility. Hence:  

○ The SDP will need to be scheduled as an integral part of the observatory, i.e., the                

data ingest, the raw data storage and processing (into science data products) will             

need to be carefully coordinated. In contrast, in typical observatories the data ingest             

and data processing are largely decoupled by an archive that permanently stores all             

of the raw data. 

○ It is also very different from standard HPC facilities, which do not usually need to               

manage near real-time systems with long distance data delivery and very high data             

delivery rates.  

2. The SDP processes the incoming data via a set of pipelines. The computational requirements              

to process this incoming data into scientifically useful data products are significantly greater             

(by approximately two orders of magnitude) than the largest systems currently used in             

astronomy and must be able to operate largely autonomously.  

○ For this reason the capital costs and operational costs associated with the compute             

hardware become very important considerations. In order to minimise the storage           

requirements, as well as meet the real-time requirements where applicable, the           

processing of each observation needs to be parallelised. This is in contrast to the              

typical situation at radio-interferometric facilities where many observations are         

indeed processed in parallel but with a limited degree of parallelism in the             

processing of each observation. 

3. The incoming data rate is so high that raw data are unlikely to be kept permanently. Also,                 

the temporary storage of raw data will need to be minimised (to perhaps as short as 6                 

hours). This has the implication that data processing and Quality Assessment will need to be               

automated with little or no possibility for intervention by operators or scientists. 

4. The SDP will need to perform some of the data processing within strict deadlines (e.g.,               

around 15 s for real-time calibration). 

5. The SKA telescopes are novel and very large facilities. Past experience with (at their time)               

similarly ground-breaking facilities has shown that once the SDP is online, considerable            

scientific benefits can be achieved through modifying, improving and adding to the            

algorithms exploited in the SDP. This means that the SDP must have sufficient flexibility to               

allow such long-term improvement.  

6. The requirements for the SDP element are evolving and will continue to do so into the                

operational phase of the telescope. During the designed 50 years lifetime of the Observatory              

the key science objectives will almost certainly change significantly and thus the            

requirements for the SDP element will evolve as well. 
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7. The lifetime of the telescope, the lifetime of the compute hardware and the need to               

minimise power consumption are such that the hardware element of the SDP will need to be                

refreshed, or completely replaced, on a relatively frequent timescale. The software is very             

likely to need corresponding updates.  

There are existing packages which individually meet one or a few of the above requirements but                

none meet all, however each has provided important input to the SKA-SDP architectural design: 

● CASA is the most mature radio astornomy software currently being developed and supports             

a very extensible scripting environment. Many of the existing algorithms which the SKA-SDP             

must support have been developed or implemented within CASA. However CASA does not             

scale to the SKA requirements. 

● MeerKAT is actively being developed and exploits the intrinsic data parallelism present in             

radio astronomy data to give scalability based on a data-flow approach. However there is              

substantially less flexibility than required by SKA and some aspects of the detailed design do               

not scale to SKA. However the MeerKAT architecture has been used extensively to inform              

the SKA-SDP architecture. 

● ASKAPsoft has been the software in which a number of state-of-the-art algorithmic            

approaches have been implemented. However the approach to scalability originally adopted           

in ASKAPsoft of a single MPI program impacts both the scalability and flexibility of the               

architecture. 

● LOFAR software has been developed to exploit the intrinsic data parallelism of visibility data              

and algorithm development has also been at the cutting edge of both low-frequency radio              

astronomy and also scalability of the intrinsic algorithm. However the flexibility required by             

SKA is not available and LOFAR software has focussed on the specific needs of the target                

observatory and science programmes. 

 

The SKA-SDP architecture builds on these projects extensively by: 

● Adopting an architecture explicitly designed to exploit the intrinsic data parallelism in the             

radio astronomy data; 

● Use where appropriate a data-flow approach to obtain scalability but support other            

large-scale programming models where these are better suited to the problem; 

● Have a flexible scripting environment for the implementation of workflows. 

 

8.2 Main requirements driving the architecture and adopted architectural approach 
The notable high-level architectural decision we have made are: 

1. Buffer as a single, top-level, component with a file-system interface. 

Rationale: This architecture de-couples data acquisition, data processing and reprocessing, 

and delivery of science data using a generic component with many available 

implementations. It offers a standard interface allowing early start of implementation of 

modules using it.  

2. Queues as a high-level communication mechanism  

Rationale: Queues with sharding are a proven highly scalable and efficient architecture for 

frequently updated data, e.g., in very large-scale web applications. We enforce this 

communication pattern to ensure scalability of the SDP processing. 
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3. Multiple concurrent real-time and instances of batch-processing on a common, flexible, SDP 

hardware platform 

Rationale: The driver is the need to minimise the size of the SDP computing system, and for 

this reason the SDP (and SKA) have adopted a flexible, load-balanced over a number of days, 

scheduling of the telescope and the processing of the acquired data. The chosen architecture 

best supports such a mode of operation  

4. Multiple execution engines using a common set of processing components 

Rationale: The driver is minimisation of maintenance cost and to enable extensibility. A 

single, integrated, code base of processing components minimises the long term 

maintenance costs. 

5. Two-tiered model for execution engines: a high-level workflow tier which orchestrates data 

movement and process execution, and a lower tier with support for potentially 

highly-connected processing. 

Rationale: The driver for this decision is scalability. The pattern allows SDP to exploit 

coarse-grained data parallelism where it exists within a processing block (e.g. because it 

contains multiple sub-bands to be processed independently) using highly scalable workflow 

execution engines. 

 

8.3 Selection of data-driven architecture 
The processing to be undertaken by SDP is a workflow often described as a pipeline and in common                  

with other areas of data-driven analysis involves a series of processing steps, or tasks, with with data                 

flow (logical or actual) between them. To realise this task-based approach, a representation is              

required for the inter-dependencies of the tasks. The representation we adopt is that of the               

"directed acyclic graphs" which has become a much-used idiom for expressing such problems. For              

example, systems as diverse as PaRSEC (RD14, a very high performance linear algebra             

implementation system), Apache Spark (RD13, a “big-data” processing system) and DASK (RD12) a             

python-based framework all express the dependencies of tasks in the same way. For those parts of                

the workflow for which a data driven approach is not the best solution the SDP architecture permits                 

the use message-passing processing steps such as realised by an MPI program. 

 

Within the SDP architecture the execution framework implements is the implementation of either             

the  data-driven approach or an MPI process. 

 

The adoption of this approach is motivated by: 

1. the need to exploit the intrinsic data parallelism in the SDP challenge without strong              

coupling to the hardware architecture and sizing; 

2. the requirement to achieve suitable efficiency and in particular to load-balance the system; 

3. the desire to separate architecturally and in an explicit way the domain-specific functionality             

from the aspects of the system designed to achieve scalability and flexibility in a              

large-compute environment. 

 

In preparation for PDR/d-PDR data-driven architectures were analysed for their applicability to the             

SDP problem [RD03, RD04, RD05, RD06, RD07], further [RD08] discusses the data-driven approach             

as implemented in MeerKAT. The conclusion of this analysis led to the SDp architecture. Detailed               
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analysis and prototyping of this approach is also given in the SDP architecture (see Workflow views)                

and prototyping reports [RD09, RD10, RD11]. 

  

In the SDP context, the data-driven architecture has the following key concepts: 

● The processing is divided into processing components which explicitly specify all of their             

required inputs and outputs and their execution is driven by the availability of data. These               

processing components are strict functions so that they have no “side-effects” and will             

always produce the same results for the same inputs. 

● The architecture aims to minimise data movement through the system by exploiting the             

explicit specification of data dependencies – required data and data movements are fully             

specified by the definition of a given pipeline. 

● The SDP problem naturally allows the control aspects of the data-driven architecture to be              

structured in a hierarchical way which greatly simplifies the route to achieving scalability –              

data access by frequency channel provides a primary index on which coarse partitioning of              

the work is possible. 

● The architecture allows several avenues for implementing fault tolerance explicitly, for           

example: 

● restarting processing based on data dependencies; 

● data policies with regard to the loss of input or intermediate data; 

● reallocation of work across the hardware. 

 

This description is in essence a task-based approach to achieving scalability. Critical to the              

effectiveness of this task-based approach is the judicious use of global and localised synchronisation              

points. For the SDP pipelines some global synchronisation is required. In order to enable effective               

load balancing between synchronisation points, the number of tasks to be executed must be large               

enough to allow for it. 
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9 Appendix: SDP Architecture Decision Log 

This appendix contains the SDP Architecture Decision log (held in the SDP Confluence wiki); it may 

not completely reflect the current architecture, as in some cases we may have made a decision and 

then further evolved the architecture. However, this helps provide reference material for our 

architectural decisions, and even when the architecture is evolved, provides useful information 

about paths not chosen. Material in this appendix is taken from the SDP Confluence instance; using a 

wiki allowed us to discuss decisions via comments. It has been lightly edited to suit this format, and 

to correct typos. 

 

First we present a list of outstanding decisions, then a table summarising the decisions; then we 

present more detailed discussion/description of those decisions, where this information is available. 
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9.1 Outstanding Architectural Decisions  
 

9.1.1 Ionospheric Calibration Approach 

 

Issue: Uncertainty is how Ionospheric calibration will be done in real time leaves open architectural 

issues with the appropriate algorithm and workflow 

Action: Work with SKAO science teams to obtain clarity and update workflows architecture 

documentation 

Notes: From SDP_REQ-772 and the Real-time Calibration View it seems that RCAL is responsible for 

determining and applying DI ionospheric Faraday rotation. SDP_REQ-770 says that DD FR corrections 

are needed during imaging. We should perhaps state somewhere which workflow is responsible for 

generating the DD models (which are different from the refractive models mentioned here). If they 

are based on GPS data then they will probably be the same models used for DI corrections in RCAL. 

However I'm not sure that the GPS-based models will have high enough spatial resolution for DD 

corrections, so the corrections may need to be measured using astronomical sources (e.g. diffuse 

galactic emission and perhaps pulsars for LOW, pulsars and other polarised sources for MID). 

Note that for LOW, the diffuse galactic and pulsar polarisation can both change as a function of 

frequency, so the fact that the entire band is not immediately available will likely not be a problem. 

RCAL is making any DI FR measurements using astronomical sources (or if the pulsar processing is 

happening in real-time), any fast variations in time (of the order of a minute) would indicate that 

ionospheric FR calibration will be difficult and polarisation or EoR observing should be avoided. 

There isn't a requirement for this, but if these measurements are made it would be a useful metric 

here. 

 

9.1.2 Should SDP detect scheduling errors on dependent processing blocks and if so how? 

Issue: SDP supports dependent processing blocks, but requires ™ to schedule them according to 

their dependencies.  Should SDP on request to execute a processing block check whether the 

request is happening out of order and raise an error with TM.  If SDP should do this, then how - at 

the moment SDP holds no information about past processing blocks. 

Action: Work with SKAO to resolve this question and architect solution if needed. 

 

9.1.3 How does SDP interact with TM after complete system failure to attempt recovery 

Issue: Restoring state after total SDP failure: Details of how we interact with TM to restore state 

after total SDP failure need to be resolved.  In particular SDP will know the state of data within the 

BUffer, how is this presented to the operators so that they can decide on actions to take about 

restarting processing etc. 

Action: Work with SKAO to resolve this question and architect solution if needed. 
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9.1.4 Getting data into SDP via Delivery Interface 

Issue: Delivery component can in principle support data entry into SDP from an external entity. 

What are the requirements on this and who should trusted entities be. 

Action: Work with SKAO to resolve this question and architect solution if needed. 

Notes: Getting test data into SDP. Details of how we get test data into SDP are not fully resolved. 

We may be able to support access via Delivery, or workflows which generate such data. Need to talk 

to SKAO about the sources of such data (can't come from anywhere), as has implications for the 

security of the SDP. This requires further discussion 

 

9.1.5 Workflow versioning and branching  remains an open question 

Issue: SDP supports in principle versioning and branching of workflows.  How this is to be 

presented and what the behaviour of this aspect of the architecture are needs further requirements 

or quality attributes to be developed with science operations staff.  

Action: Work with SKAO to resolve this question and architect solution if needed. 

 

9.1.6 How best to change data lifecycle policies? 

Issue: The architecture currently only supports policies on data being set via a workflow.  What are 

the science operations requirements on this and what interface is required if the current 

architectural approach is not sufficient 

Action: Work with SKAO to resolve this question and architect solution if needed. 

9.1.7 Action to take on persistent failure of delivery endpoint 

Issue: In the event of persistent failure of delivery endpoint, we need to decide how to instruct the 

buffer to free up space. Is this user intervention, or is it algorithmic? The solution is probably simple; 

however, we need to agree the policy with SKAO.  

Action: Work with SKAO to resolve this question and architect solution if needed. 

 

9.1.8 Support for remote visualisation workflows 

Issue: Can we support workflows to visualise data, to meet observatory requirements? Many 

systems are moving to visualising in-place, because of the large data rates involved. Is this what we 

want to do with the SKA? 

Action: Work with SKAO to resolve this question and architect solution if needed. 
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9.1.9 Are there specific test interfaces that are required, beyond the TM test emulator? 

Issue: SDP is controlled via TM.  One way of managing the testing of SDP is via a TM emulator, but 

it is possible that other control will be required during development and testing and other ways of 

driving SDP.  This may also overlap with other instances of SDP as regional centres for example. 

Requirements and modifications to the architecture need to be considered. 

Action: Work in bridging to resolve this question taking into consideration other elements of the SKA 

architecture and architect solution if needed. 

 

9.1.10 Detailed architecture of the Resource Model and management 

Issue: Updating the resource model (e.g. when a processing component is altered); the precise 

mechanism for triggering this has not been decided. There is considerable work required on the 

resource model. 

Action: In bridging develop architecture and details of the resource model 

 

9.1.11 External Control via Configuration Database 

Action: See below for further details 

 

9.1.12 Interactive Processing Blocks 

Action: See below for further details 

 

9.1.13 Include pulsar sources in GSM 

Action: See below for further details 

 

9.1.14 Processing Blocks of different subarrays overlapping  

Action: See below for further details 
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9.2 Decision Log 

Decision Status Stakeholders Outcome 
Due 

date 
Owner 

Can Processing 

Components 

modify the 

graph 

DECIDED 

Tim Cornwell 

Paul 

Alexander 

Peter 

Wortmann  

Processing Components may 

not modify the graph, 

however execution engine 

program code can extend 

graph dependent on 

processing component 

results (might not be 

possible or easy with all 

execution frameworks). 

 

Verity 

Allan 

Bojan 

Nikolic  

External Control 

via 

Configuration 

Database 

IN 

PROGRESS 

Ferdl Graser 

Shagita 

Gounden 

Verity Allan 

Ben Mort  

SKA 

Integration 

Still thought to be desirable, 

but not enough confidence 

in scaling and reliability  

  

Interactive 

Processing 

Blocks 

IN 

PROGRESS 
 

Limited to scan commands 

on real-time processing 

blocks for the moment  

 
Peter 

Wortmann  

Two tier 

Execution 

Framework 

architecture 

DECIDED  
Execution 

engine  
Adopted  

17 

Oct 

2017 

 

Observatory QA 

Interface 
DECIDED 

Ferdl Graser 

Verity Allan 

SKA 

Integration 

We do not speculate about 

this for now. We have more 

than enough flexibility to 

implement anything if 

requirements change.  

  

LFAA interface DECIDED 

Paul 

Alexander, 

Bojan Nikolic, 

Ferdl Graser 

The ICD situation seems to 

be that we'll get a proper 

LFAA interface for Sky Model 

query and Transient Buffer 

dumps.  

17 

Oct 

2017  

Peter 

Wortmann  
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Indicate "ready" 

before 

real-time 

processing 

initialisation 

complete 

DECIDED 

Ferdl Graser 

SKA 

Integration 

Not happening for now, we 

stick to the definition in the 

control system guidelines for 

now  

  

Responsibility 

of 

standby/low-po

wer-mode 

implementation 

DECIDED  

Platform Services is 

responsible: Will need to 

implement power limit by 

offering less resources. 

Processing deployments 

have to indicate which nodes 

they are willing to lose in 

case of power loss.  

 
Peter 

Wortmann  

Quality 

Assessment 

aggregation as 

Execution 

Engine 

DECIDED  Implemented for CDR   
Peter 

Wortmann  

Tango Facade DECIDED 

Ferdl Graser 

Shagita 

Gounden 

Verity Allan 

Ben Mort  SKA 

Integration 

Implemented as of pre-CDR    

Include pulsar 

sources in GSM 

NOT 

STARTED  

Ferdl Graser 

Ursula 

Badenhorst 

Juan Guzman 

Paul 

Alexander 

Mark 

Ashdown  

  
Robert 

Lyon  

Processing 

Blocks of 

different 

subarrays 

overlapping 

IN 

PROGRESS  

Ferdl Graser 

Shagita 

Gounden 

Kechil Kirkham 

  
Lorita 

Christelis  

SDP start-up 

state 
DECIDED  

Ben Mort 

Shagita 

Gounden 

SDP will automatically 

attempt to transition to full 

capability once it is turned 

 
Peter 

Wortmann  
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Ferdl Graser  on.  

TM Interface 

Split 
DECIDED 

Ferdl Graser 

Shagita 

Gounden 

Verity Allan 

Rob 

Simmonds 

Ben Mort SKA 

Integration 

We split the interface TM 

into sub-interfaces by role, 

and use lollipop notation  

  

Input, 

intermediate 

and output data 

in the SDP 

Buffer system 

will be 

organised using 

filesystem(s) 

DECIDED 

Bojan Nikolic 

John Taylor 

Chris 

Broekema 

Paul 

Alexander SKA 

Storage 

   

Compute 

Islands are a 

platform 

concern 

DECIDED SKA Storage  

Limit island concept to 

platform/deployment views, 

possibly scheduling data 

models  

17 

Oct 

2017 

 

Separate 

resource pools 

for real-time 

and offline 

processing 

resources 

DECIDED  

Paul 

Alexander 

Peter 

Wortmann 

Bojan Nikolic 

Ursula 

Badenhorst 

Shagita 

Gounden 

Define separate resource 

types for real-time and 

offline processing resources. 

This makes the resource 

scheduling and allocation 

process much simpler. (need 

to add rationale for this from 

the meeting notes on this 

discussion)  

08 

Sep 

2017  

Ferdl 

Graser  

 

9.3 Can Processing Components Modify the Graph? 
 

Status DECIDED 

Stakeholders Tim Cornwell  Paul Alexander  Peter Wortmann  

Outcome 

Processing Components may not modify the graph, however execution engine 

program code can extend graph dependent on processing component results 

(might not be possible or easy with all execution frameworks). 
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Due date  

Owner Verity Allan  Bojan Nikolic  

 

P Wortmann: No, at least not directly. After all, we have not made a decision for execution engines 

to be graph-based in the first place, and making such an assumption would reduce the number of 

execution engines we can support. 

Processing components can produce outputs that lead to control flow decisions, which might be 

complex to the point of plans - one example might be to determine the number and size (and 

therefore roughly cost) of facets based on the local sky model, which can clearly have a large impact 

on the processing down the road. The output would have to represent quite a bit of information - 

from references to other processing to hints about performance characteristics. An execution 

framework might well translate this into an executable graph as we have defined it before, however 

this is not the responsibility of the processing component. 

In the bigger picture, this reminds me of a Science Data Model discussion we had recently with Paul. 

His preference here seems to be that we rather err on the side of being algorithm specific rather 

than generic. Meaning that we don't - say - have a catch-all way to update a certain field, but instead 

we explicitly name major loops as the update granularity. This might mean that we need to update 

the Science Model Schema if we end up using an algorithm without major loops, but it means the 

model closely follows the logic of the workflows (which in my mind conceptually "own" the top-level 

name space of the science data model). 

How does this apply here? I would advocate that processing components should be seen as 

influencing the control flow strictly via contributions to the Science Data Model. This makes sense 

anyway, as we would clearly want to archive any data that lead to control flow decisions. Yet this 

also gives us useful guidance on how we would actually represent things - and the preference here 

would be to rather do this in domain-specific terms rather than generic "graph" terms. 

TN Chan: I have the impression as an observer of this matter that we want the execution of pipeline 

components to be allocated dynamically instead of statically.  So we would like to decide the extent 

and types of dynamic scheduling that can be included in SDP as the first decision and this would 

include or exclude graphs.  Another decision is on the criteria of what constitute a pipeline 

component as the atomic unit for allocation and scheduling. Since SDP is data intensive, would we 

apply the process-data-process-data sequence (think Daliuge) as a graph definition?  How are the 

graphs set up in the first place?  Allowing pipeline components to modify the graph appears to be an 

ultimate form of dynamics but it would possibly be very complex to manage if manageable at all 

dynamically.  These comments are not different to the comments made by Peter above and are 

instead expressed from an observer position in more layman terms.  

9.4 External Control Via Configuration Database 

 

Status IN PROGRESS 
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Stakeholders 
Ferdl Graser Shagita Gounden Verity Allan Ben Mort SKA 

Integration 

Outcome 
Still thought to be desirable, but not enough confidence in 

scaling and reliability  

Due date  

Owner  

9.4.1 Background 

Most of the data that is going to be represented via Tango is going to be a straightforward 

representation of the configuration database state. Would it make sense to also represent writes / 

commands directed at the Tango interface as appropriate updates to the database? 

9.4.2 Alternatives 

 

The "control" and "configuration database" interfaces seem redundant. If we are consistent with 

this, we might be able to replace them with just the configuration database connection. 

9.4.3 Argument 

● Commands/Writes would only be guaranteed to "stick" once written into the database. So 

updating it should likely be the first action upon receiving a command anyway. 

● The Tango control guidelines state that commands are discouraged - so almost everything is 

going to be attribute updates anyway, which have a straightforward implementation on a 

database back-end. 

● This will make it very easy and failure-resistant to introduce new attributes: We basically just 

need to bind it to a database field. 
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9.4.4 Implications 

● On the other hand, this might mean delays in processing commands/writes, especially if we 

use the same configuration database instance as the rest of the cluster. However, seems 

unlikely that a custom solution would be significantly better-performing than a properly 

tuned database. 

9.4.5 Related Decisions 

● A bit of a stronger case if we decide to implement the Tango Facade, as then the "control" 

interface would not be process-local any more. 

 

9.5 Interactive Processing Blocks 
 

Status IN PROGRESS 

Stakeholders  

Outcome 
Limited to scan commands on real-time processing 

blocks for the moment  

Due date  

Owner Peter Wortmann  

9.5.1 Background 

● While batch processing is clearly the most important use case, it is quite likely that we might 

want to allow interaction with processing at run-time 

● The most extreme case of this would be purely interactive processing blocks: Those would 

exist for a pre-set time, and would do nothing unless interacted with. 

● This would be quite similar to interactive modes in, say, SLURM. Doing this type of thing is 

well established. 

● Could be very helpful for debugging and initial development - e.g. set up small Dask clusters 

to interactively run the ARL. 

 

9.5.2 Implications 

● This would require a "real-time back channel" to the processing blocks. We already have this 

in principle with Quality Assurance, but it might be cumbersome to force all interaction to go 

over the queues protocol? 

 

9.6 Two-tier Execution Framework Architecture 
 

Status DECIDED  
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Stakeholders 
Execution 

engine  

Outcome Adopted  

Due date 17 Oct 2017 

Owner  

9.6.1 Background 

The SDP will use a two tier execution framework to process each processing block: 

1. The higher level tier will be statically load-balanced. This tier runs across the whole system 

but each of its tasks running on one data island only; the data will be copied (or placed) on 

the island before task starts and moved after task finishes. This is a workflow like execution 

framework tier. 

2. The lower tier will decompose the tasks of the higher-level tier. It will be dynamically load 

balanced but work within a data island only. The data will be stored on the data-island-wide 

shared store. 

9.6.2 Assumptions 

● The buffer is large and fast enough to capture all intermediate data objects that appear 

between workflow stages. 

● We can split scientific workflows meaningfully into high-level workflows and low-level 

processing. 

9.6.3 Alternatives 

In my (PW's) mind, this is mainly a question of how deeply we declare the workflow data model to 

be architectural: 

1. It doesn't really impact C&C: No two components start or stop interacting because of this, 

we are just talking about the split of responsibilities between Processing Controller, 

Processing Block Controller and the Execution Engines (within RT processing / offline 

processing) 

2. Similar on the module view: It moves some complexity around between execution engines 

and processing control, but not clear how we would show that. 

So here are the alternatives as I would see them: 

1. Global execution engines. Makes workflows architecturally opaque. The execution engine 

would need to tell us a lot about the workflow in order to allow managing resources and do 

data lifecycle management. I.e. the execution engine would likely need to arrange for quite a 

bit of reserved buffer space in order to manage intermediate data, and have entire 

responsibility for managing processing capabilities. 
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2. High-level execution engine for processing: We see individual stages. Much more 

fine-grained scheduling is possible. Data lifecycle management can use the link to workflow 

stages to do more fine-grained management of the buffer. 

 

3. High-level execution engine for preparation, processing, and staging: Takes the idea one 

step further - by including preparation and staging steps in the workflow, it becomes much 

easier to talk about complex operations before or after "main" processing. E.g. 

pre-processing visibilities as they enter the buffer, or special steps for producing data 

products. 
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Note that at this point, we can do all data lifecycle management with this system: All buffer 

space should have an associated high-level workflow stage that uses it either as an input or 

output. 

 

 

9.6.4 Argument 

● Basically required for allowing different types of execution engines: Otherwise we have no 

way to coordinate them 

● Scheduling is much more straightforward if we only need to consider the relatively big blocks 

of the high-level workflow 

● This especially means that data lifecycle management only needs to track the stages of the 

top-level workflow 

● This allows us much more flexibility in the low-level execution engines we allow: Given that 

the high-level execution engine can exploit parallelism on its own, even naked processes are 

useable without much additional work. 

● Or put another way: This might save us duplicated effort making different execution engines 

useful. Especially resource management and data lifecycle management: If we need to teach 

every execution engine in detail how to talk to resource provisioning and buffer services, 

that might be significant redundant effort. 

● It allows us to make use of the "easy" parallelism, e.g., processing of sub-bands (which can 

be done independently of one another). 

● Limits the required scalability of the shared storage on data islands.  A global dynamically 

balanced engine would require shared storage across the whole system 

 

 

9.6.5 Affected Artefacts 

● Processing C&C view 

 

Paul Alexander: This is a statement of what we have already decided I think?  I certainly agree we 

should adopt this if we don't think we have. 
 
TN Chan: I would like to state the obvious as part of the documentation process for the sake of 

reinforcing clarity and exposing misunderstanding if any.  The 2-tier execution framework 
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architecture for SDP is a logical consequence of the other decision of retaining the Compute Island 

concept at least as a hardware hierarchy.  The compute island concept gives rise to a compute island 

master (master node) that acts as the interface with the SDP scheduling (control) master for all of its 

member compute nodes and associated resources.  The top or 1st tier execution framework will 

obviously handle compute island level and above resource allocations.  The 2nd or local tier will 

obviously handle the production for science objectives which is the single top priority purpose for 

which SDP is built.  The emphases are therefore different, and this demarcation would allow design 

engineers to focus for their respective tiers.  The assumption that SDP attains or achieves 10% of 

hardware utilization has yet to be proven.  In fact, 10% is not a fixed ceiling but just a plausible 

attainable figure. Exceeding or not meeting this figure carries a significant consequence.  Solving this 

challenge for the local tier is of utmost importance, and it will bear a higher level of fruits than 

available in other directions as far as the local (2nd) tier is concerned.  (Ref: this view is an 

implication of the decision if deemed fit) 

9.7 Observatory Quality Assessment Interface 
 

Status DECIDED 

Stakeholders Ferdl Graser Verity Allan SKA Integration 

Outcome 
We do not speculate about this for now. We have more than enough flexibility to 

implement anything if requirements change.  

Due date  

Owner  

9.7.1 Background 

According to the ICDs we would only provide QA via Tango attributes. This is required for archiving 

standard QA data on TM's end, and integrating it with QA streams from other sub-systems. Should 

we also provide an interface to the observatory for more free-form access? This would be an 

addition to the SDP system. 
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9.7.2 Alternatives 

 

Note the interface from "Quality Assessment" to "Observatory Interface". 

9.7.3 Argument 

● The main architectural driver here would be testing / debugging pipelines. 

● We already have most of the infrastructure in place: Science pipelines could easily be 

adapted to push out information via queues. We just need to pick it up and publish it. 

● If we have Quality Assessment provide a standard internal interface, this could just mean 

putting some effort into making it user-accessible. 

● There is precedent for this general approach: We offer the ELK interface to the observatory 

for detailed analysis of logs as the demand arises - a very similar concern. 

  

 

P Wortmann: Progress note: We have agreed with SKAO that there is going to be a HTTP interface to 

the observatory. Whether or not this is going to get used for Quality Assessment is not decided yet, 

but it seems likely that this is going to be the case. 

 

9.8 LFAA Interface 
 

 

Status DECIDED 
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Stakeholders Paul Alexander, Bojan Nikolic, Ferdl Graser 

Outcome 
The ICD situation seems to be that we'll get a proper LFAA interface for Sky 

Model query and Transient Buffer dumps.  

Due date 17 Oct 2017  

Owner Peter Wortmann  

9.8.1 Background 

During the observation planning phase TM ObsMgt schedules and allocates SDP resources (high 

level). These resources are defined as peak FLOPS capacity and buffer capacity.  

The Processing System Control View lists various L1 requirements regarding scheduling and 

resources that need to be satisfied. 

9.8.2 Alternatives 

Alternative 1: 

 

Have another interface in the C&C view for LFAA, with the two required connections. 

Alternative 2: 
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Not have the interface. Transient Buffer data would be expected to be forwarded via CSP, Sky model 

data would be forwarded by TM. 

9.8.3 Argument 

● This reflects the actual data flow: If we see the sky model interface as going to TM and the 

transient buffer coming from CSP, that confuses the true situation 

● However, this needlessly complicates our view for a relatively minor issue: Both transient 

buffers and sky model updates are communication that happen very rarely. 

9.8.4 Affected Artefacts 

Processing System Control View: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vBUdy2oAXScoST9fRCFYyh97Nx-QmKKSpE67jrkehw8/edit# 

 

 

9.9 Indicate “ready” before real-time processing initialisation complete 
 

Status DECIDED 

Stakeholders Ferdl Graser SKA Integration 

Outcome 
Not happening for now, we stick to the definition in the control system 

guidelines for now  

Due date  

Owner  

9.9.1 Background 

SDP could be ready to receive visibilities before initialisation is fully finished, as receive is presumably 

very quick to start up. Taking real-time processing initialisation out of the critical path would allow us 

to react sooner. 
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9.9.2 Assumptions 

● Real-time processing being slightly late at the start of the observation would not be a 

problem. 

● If it fails to come up, we would just report a degradation, and TM might decide to carry on 

anyway. 

9.9.3 Alternatives 

 

Separate control paths for receive and real-time processing. SDP signals "ready" after Receive is 

started, without waiting for real-time processing. 

9.9.4 Argument 

● Best effort to be ready as quickly as we can, which could be relevant to targets of 

opportunity. However, there might be overall easier ways to achieve this - such as keeping a 

target-of-opportunity scheduling block running at all times. 

● However, it seems to be against the control guidelines to indicate "ready" without 

initialisation being fully complete. 

  

 

F Graser:Here is one of the reference documents of the SKA Control System Guidelines that give a 

good overview of Observation Control:  
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SKA Observing Control View - produced by N. Rees 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g3rH6ZsbyBouHdW2WsCRaiC4IrXRnws0KFI6-RIb6GM 

 

9.10 Responsibility of standby/low-power-mode implementation 
 

Status DECIDED 

Stakeholders  

Outcome 

Platform Services is responsible: Will need to implement power limit by offering 

less resources. Processing deployments have to indicate which nodes they are 

willing to lose in case of power loss.  

Due date  

Owner Peter Wortmann  

9.10.1 Background 

● SDP_REQ-783 states: "On start-up, the SDP shall enter low power mode until commanded 

otherwise." 

● There is also somewhere (?) the requirement that SDP shall only use 5% power in this mode. 

(SKA1-SYS_REQ-3084: "SKA1_Low and SKA1_Mid shall have a low power mode that reduces 

power consumption to less than 5% of their nominal capacity.") This is useful because 

● Control System guidelines, section 5.8.2: "SKA has specified that equipment shall power-up 

in STANDBY state." 

● Control System guidelines, section 5.8.3: "If STANDBY is not applicable (e.g. no low power 

mode), the TANGO device may not implement it; thus, after OFF the device automatically 

transition to DISABLE" 

● Control System guidelines, section 5.8.7: "Once initialisation has completed the device 

should transition to its default operational state (which for SKA is STANDBY if low-power 

modes is applicable, else ON)" (seemingly directly contradicting the previous statement 

The full STANDBY definition from the control system guidelines reads as: 

The device is not fully active but is ready to operate. This state does not exist in many devices but 

may be useful when the device has an intermediate state between OFF and ON. E.g. the main circuit 

breaker is closed but there is no output current. Usually STANDBY is used when   it can be 

immediately switched ON. While OFF is used when a certain time is necessary before switching ON. 

and: 

Used to report low-power state implemented by some of the entities (Elements, Sub-elements, 

assemblies). Not all entities implement and report this state and, if implemented, this is the default 

state to land in after power-up. For each entity that implements STANDBY state, documentation 

shall clearly describe which functions and parts of the system are available - functionality may vary. 

Some entities may provide additional indicator to report the percent of nominal or maximum power 

being used. 
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Note that SKA use of STANDBY is not aligned with the original TANGO definition: “The device is not 

fully active but is ready to operate.” (SKA devices in STANDBY state are not ready to operate). 

Consideration: When TANGO v10 is available with custom labels, we may define the SKA alias 

LOW_POWER 

9.10.2 Assumptions 

● It seems that the focus of the documents is to see this as a low-power-mode. This suggests a 

very hardware/platform-focused interpretation of this requirement. 

● There especially seems to be an expectation that from there we turn on as quickly as 

possible, suggesting that start as much as the 5% budget would allow 

● Transitioning into this mode is expected to be a "load shedding" command: SDP should 

reduce activity as quickly as it can without breaking anything. 

● Shutting down individual nodes is very likely enough to get SDP down to 5% energy usage 

(which would be ~50kW?). Next option might be to shut down entire racks, however it 

seems unlikely that would allow turning off anything of significance in terms of power 

budget. 

9.10.3 Alternatives 

● Platform Services implements it 

○ Easy to do, could be fast and robust - platform services just needs to limit number of 

available nodes. It would just start killing the power to nodes, which means that we 

could likely hit any sort of energy limit very fast. 

○ In this model the Processing Block controllers would just see their processing nodes 

crashing, and would eventually give up on processing. This relies on those crashes 

not doing any damage to data integrity in stores. 

○ The Processing Scheduler would detect the crashes and re-schedule execution 

depending on projected resource availability 

○ Variant: Also shut down storage associated with processing (i.e. hot+cold buffer). 

This storage will likely be separated enough (i.e. we need separate pools) that we 

can do this without impacting the stability of the remaining system. If there is a 

notification mechanism when storage is going down (likely should be?), this could 

also lead to processing blocks getting cancelled as appropriate. 

● Processing Controller implements it  

○ Also not too complicated - the processing controller would have the overview of the 

resources, and could shut down processing blocks until we reach the limit set. 

○ Might be less robust: Unless we also involve Platform Services directly, there is no 

guarantee that nodes would be turned off quickly after they go idle. 

○ However, this might allow us to prioritise with high-level knowledge and do a more 

orderly shutdown - e.g. decide to finish writing a Data Product that is 99% done. 

○   

TN Chan: I like this discussion because it extended the initial definition of SDP Low Power Mode for 

starting up to 'load shedding' as Peter described.  Whether SDP is starting up or shedding load, I 

presume this Low Power mode (being transitional) can be treated as SDP Non-operational (not 

producing any science) or Not Available.  A year has 365 days or 8760 hours.  SDP would achieve the 

target of 99.9% availability if the total Not Available duration is less than 8.75 hours per year.  This 

Low Power mode falls into the category of Not Available state.  As the permissible amount of time 

for 'SDP Not Available' is small (being one night of sleep per year), we may like to keep this Low 
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Power Mode to be the minimum SDP state in lieu of the completely power-off state as this will 

eliminate the time needed for bringing SDP from power-off to Low Power Mode. 
 

9.11 Quality Assessment aggregation as Execution Engine 
 

Status DECIDED 

Stakeholders  

Outcome Implemented for CDR  

Due date  

Owner Peter Wortmann  

9.11.1 Background 

● This came up during the QA discussion - Paul highlighted that QA data was created by 

processing components, yet aggregation was handled by (architecturally very much 

separated) QA service modules 

● A different way of looking at this is that QA reports are expected to evolve very dynamically, 

so SDP services might be the wrong corner of the architecture for them 

● With alternative 3 of the Tango Facade proposal, this means that we do not even need a 

top-level Quality Assessment component any more: We just need to hook up the 

appropriate queues to the TANGO interface and feed it from the QA execution engines 

● Together with Interactive Processing Blocks facilities this could allow provide powerful 

Quality Assessment tools - such as Jupyter notebooks running alongside processing. 

● Note that this is not suggesting that we do QA aggregation in the same execution engine as 

processing 

 

9.11.2 Implications 

● Quality Assessment would be basically gone as a top-level component, simplifying at 

minimum activity diagrams 

● However note that for Interactive Processing Blocks we would still need some non-TANGO 

way for interaction with SDP. This might need additional components. 

 

9.12 Tango Facade 
 

Status DECIDED 

Stakeholders 
Ferdl Graser Shagita Gounden Verity Allan Ben Mort  SKA 

Integration 

Outcome Implemented as of pre-CDR  
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Due date  

Owner  

 

9.12.1 Background 

 

The Tango control interface is not very well aligned with our architecture - and likely should not be 

forced to be. This raises the question of whether we should have a separate "facade" layer. 

9.12.2 Alternatives 

Alternative 1: Current situation 

 

Execution Control C&C needs Tango Logger, and a lot of Tango connections. 
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Mapping to C&C components via a separate C&C view 

 

Alternative 2: Tango Facade 

 

Tango connections replaced by RESTful connections. Also publish configuration database interface 

(decides which interfaces to show). 
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Now the TM Tango interface is simply a standard C&C decomposition. Forwarded attributes are local 

connections, and just like before we can highlight the "two-tier" structure of frontend and backend 

Tango devices. 

Problem here is that it is not clear what the TM Tango interface is actually a composition of - given 

that it takes input from Execution Control, Quality Assessement as well as Data Queues it would 

have to become its own top-level C&C component. 

Alternative 3: Tango Facade inside Execution Control, using Queues 
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Tango interface lives inside Execution Control - solving the problem where the Tango C&C 

decomposition is supposed to live. Instead of interfacing directly with Quality Assessement and Data 

Queues we use Data Queues as the common interface. This mechanism can also be used by Health & 

Monitoring, which now doesn't need its own interface to the Tango facade any more. 

Decomposition only needs to be adjusted slightly: 
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Two-tier structure of Tango devices is still intact, but now all second-tier Tango devices get their data 

from Data Queues, while first-tier Tango devices get their data from the configuration database. 

Commands still use an internal interface (see External Control via Configuration Database). 

This means the top-level C&C looks as follows: 
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Changes are that Data Queues and QA do not connect directly to "TANGO Control" anymore, instead 

Execution Control gets a Data Queues connection. 

9.12.3 Argument 

● Tango Logger has no real place in the architecture. 

● Attribute forwarding is very magical, and needs an entire separate view to document 

● Even with <<tango>> connections to all individual components, it is still not obvious which 

component implements what. For example, the Processing Block Controller would not offer 

the Processing Block Tango device (as it would be dynamic, which Tango devices cannot be) 

● We presumably would have an internal (RESTful?) control interface to execution control 

anyway, this would mean that we need to implement two control interfaces. 

● Having a facade components means we could restart the Tango interface independent of 

execution control - and vice-versa. 

● This does not force us to implement the Tango facade on a single machine. We can still 

deploy the Tango devices in a distributed fashion, for example to minimise delays. 

● Might allow us different options of propagating control into SDP, for example via the 

configuration database (to make sure commands are not lost), see External Control via 

Configuration Database. 

● An argument against using Data Queues as an intermediate for Tango data is that this means 

Execution Control now depends on Data Queues. This is not critical for QA and other data 

that could not be provided anyway if Data Queues were not available, yet if we use Data 

Queues for EC-internal data (such as Health & Monitoring) we get at minimum some 

degradation if Data Queues are unavailable. However, note that we always have a choice to 

switch how we communicate data to the TANGO interface (i.e. via configuration database) if 

we decide that something is critical. 
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Ben Mort:I really like this proposal and the arguments presented. It seems to me that a Tango 

facade lowers the risk of technology lock-in, and would allow SDP to present a view of the of the 

system to TM which is aligned with their needs without it dictating what is best for SDP. 

For completeness, the arguments I can see against this are: 

1. It adds an extra layer of complexity to the system. We would have to deploy additional 

components compared to the scenario where the Master Controller, Processing Controller 

etc. are themselves Tango devices, and 

2. One could argue that as the SKA has bought into Tango as an interface across all elements 

already and as such it is not going to be replaced at any point in the telescopes life span. If 

this is the case, one could imagine a scenario where an SKA supported Tango library could be 

used to implement an interface to the SDP software stack wherever it is deployed. 

I don’t think these arguments are strong enough to not pursue this however, but would need to be 

addressed if we were to adopt this approach. 

As far as SIP goes we were originally planning to develop something very close to this plan, but in 

recent months (since the LMC-TM-SIP meeting in July with some of the SIP team, Shagita, Nick and 

Lorenzo) we been moving towards a solution more aligned with the current version of the 

architecture, where SDP components with a TM interface are written as Tango devices. We would be 

happy to backtrack on this however if this proposal is approved and to provide a proof of concept 

implementation. 

 

 

Piers Harding: In support of option 3: 

We could draw on the principles of a log based architecture here 

(https://engineering.linkedin.com/distributed-systems/log-what-every-software-engineer-should-kn

ow-about-real-time-datas-unifying). By using a queuing mechanism like Kafka to propagate all forms 

of events (communications) we get a number of useful properties: 

● A robust replicated platform service that can provide essentially 24/7 availability and still be 

maintained (patched/upgraded/scaled) - as close to lossless messaging as we can get 

● Any downstream service or component that needs the same information is just another 

subscriber to topic - this includes dealing with future (and unforeseen) architecture 

modifications 

● We have an air gap which enables us to turn off one side of the system or the other without 

having to pull both down avoiding more instances of system wide scheduled maintenance, 

and hopefully gaining greater interface independence 

● We have a uniform technology and framework for all communication - consistency of design 

and supporting development tools, testing strategies, deployment processes etc. 

 

 

Verity Allan: At the previous sprint planning (2018B), we noted:  Make sure TANGO interface to QA 

queues is manageable. How do we control QA. Can the control QA control be stopped at the QA 

aggregator. Need to make sure the use cases on QA are met by stopping at the aggregator. 
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This should partially be addressed by the facade work, and possible augmentations to the security 

view, so we can check that we don't end up causing our own denial of service attacks by trying to 

serve too much QA or logging data... 

 

9.13 Include Pulsar Sources in GSM 
 

Status NOT STARTED  

Stakeholders 
Ferdl Graser  Ursula Badenhorst  Juan Guzman  Paul Alexander 

Mark Ashdown  

Outcome  

Due date  

Owner Robert Lyon  

9.13.1 Background 

The Science Data Model for Pulsar and Single-pulse Search processing, needs to include the known 

sources. The workflows need this information if some important processing steps are to complete. 

Known sources could be stored in the GSM or elsewhere, but this is currently not specified in the 

SDP architecture. 

The current GSM data model document doesn't mention pulsar or other time-domain radio sources. 

The proposed structure of the GSM database looks to be missing pieces of information useful for 

identifying these type of sources (e.g. period, acceleration, DM etc), but otherwise the GSM could 

support what we'd need. 

Known pulsar sources are currently maintained in a number of different on-line catalogs 

(sporadically updated). Perhaps the most often used, and most trusted, is the ATNF Pulsar Catalog. 
This catalog describes known pulsar sources using approximately 70 variables, though not all sources 

have values for all of these. There are other non-pulsar sources that both the pulsar and single-pulse 

search workflows need to know about, e.g. repeating transients and fast radio bursts. Both have 

their respective catalogs (see RRATalog and the FRB Catalog) and should also go in the GSM (or 

somewhere equally suitable). 

9.13.2 Assumptions 

Having access to a database of known sources is crucial for the success of the pulsar/single-pulse 

search workflows. Both workflows return large volumes of candidates, which need to be accurately 

filtered if we are to discover new sources. Matching against known sources is an important filtering 

step, as it allows us to remove existing pulsars from the pool of potential discoveries. Known sources 

are likely to be re-detected regularly during searches with the SKA. Some sources are bright enough 

to appear very often and sometimes in multiple beams. Without a known source catalog to compare 

against, all sources showing characteristics of interest will need to be retained. It is possible for new 

discoveries to become hidden amongst these known sources, delaying discovery or causing us to 

miss a discovery completely. 
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At present we've assumed such a known source database will be available at runtime. If this is not 

the case, it has implications for NIP failure modes, and raises the question of where we'll obtain the 

data required to complete NIP processing. 

9.13.3 Alternatives 

1. Include pulsar and other relevant radio sources in the GSM. The GSM would need to include 

information useful for identifying known pulsar sources (e.g. period, acceleration, DM etc.). 

2. Store known pulsar sources in the TM Configuration Repository (where other "models" get 

stored). If the number of sources is large, then this option may cause performance issues. 

3. Store known pulsar sources elsewhere with the SKA. 

4. Query on-line resources at runtime for the information.  

9.13.4 Argument 

It is risky to rely on external data sources for successful pipeline execution. On-line resources can be 

subject to communication issues and data formatting changes outside of our control. It would 

therefore be prudent to house a known source database for pulsar/single-pulse searches 

somewhere within the SKA to prevent such issues occurring. Given the options available, it would 

seem sensible to centralise the model of the sky used telescope wide, rather than trying to maintain 

separate databases (for NIP processing, VLBI, Imaging etc.). The GSM seems to be the only place this 

can happen, given that any swelling of the known source database could have performance 

implications (i.e. if being stored in the TM configuration repository). Thus including time-domain 

known source data into the GSM seems to be the only practical and sensible solution at this time. 

However we are open to suggestions from our colleagues with greater knowledge in this area.  

9.13.5 Implications 

Overall view: Including pulsar/RRAT/FRB sources in the GSM should have minimal architectural 

impact. 

Data Access Profile: Known source information only need be obtained from the GSM either at the 

start of each scan, or more realistically, each day (or week) as known source updates are infrequent. 

Data Update Profile: As the SKA begins observing it is possible the GSM would need updating more 

regularly. However as the known source database we are considering here is relatively small, the 

data volumes involved do not impact the architecture in any way. The current size of the ATNF 

pulsar catalog is 2.3 MB (megabytes). Even if the GSM was asked to store 100,000 known sources 

following the successful completion of a pulsar survey, where each entry had 70 variables; this would 

only require 56 MB (megabytes) of storage capacity (assuming 64 bits required per variable).  

9.13.6 Related Decisions 

N/A 

9.13.7 Affected Artefacts 
● Non-Imaging Data Model View 

● Sky Model Data Model View 

9.13.8 Action items 
If this proposal is deemed acceptable, the NIP team of Robert Lyon, Lina Levin Preston and Ben 

Stappers can work with colleagues on this. We can form a list of parameters required for known 

sources to allow them to model any data volume/access implications associated with storing 

time-domain radio sources in the GSM.  
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9.14 Processing Blocks of Different Subarrays Overlapping 
 

Status IN PROGRESS  

Stakeholders 
Ferdl Graser Shagita Gounden Kechil 

Kirkham 

Outcome  

Due date  

Owner Lorita Christelis  

9.14.1 Background 
This decision came up during the definition of SDP Processing Block (Tango Devices and Processing 

Block Controller) states within the context of the Subarray Observing States. 

 

9.14.2 Alternatives 

 

9.14.3 Argument 

If you look at the Subaray States Diagram, once the EndSB transition has been commanded, the RT 

Processing Block may still require to do final processing on some of the workflows. The argument 

that it is an inefficient use of resources to wait for all the PB Controllers and related Tango Devices to 

complete and terminate or move back to the IDLE state, before further actions for the next 

Scheduling Block can be taken. As soon as PB completes and terminates, resources are freed up. The 

suggestion is to allow Processing Blocks of an Scheduling Block to overlap with Processing Blocks of 

the next Scheduling Block.  

9.14.4 Implications 

This needs to be taken into consideration for Resources Scheduling as well.  
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9.14.5 Affected Artefacts 

TM SDP ICD (300-000000-029), will include the State Diagrams for the SDP RT PB Tango Devices and 

Sequence Diagram (wip).  

Execution Control C&C View, will include the State Diagrams for the SDP PB Controller (wip).  

Currently WIP on this is here (state mapping). 

 

P Wortmann: To play devil's advocate for a second: It is not guaranteed that we need this. Maybe 

we should simply focus on making sure we can tear down real-time processing quickly enough. After 

all, most processing we do while the observation is running (real-time calibration, fast imaging) likely 

doesn't care about the last couple seconds of observation time, so we could just kill it off. 

More problematic might be if we haven't finished flushing the buffer. We likely don't want to restrict 

ourselves needlessly here - if we end up with a couple of gigabytes of good data that still must be 

written out, we should be able to guarantee that it makes its way into storage. 

So this is clearly desirable on some level. I would split the question of how we achieve this 

architecturally into two parts: 

How SDP handles it 

Clearly a scheduling block doesn't end for our purposes once the observation time has run out - after 

all, it might have offline processing blocks associated with it. There is actually no reason on our side 

to kill real-time processing blocks after the assigned time slots. 

The one gotcha here is that we might have dedicated hardware for ingest / real-time processing. 

Saying that this is a matter of "resource scheduling" doesn't really capture the extend of the problem 

- we can not schedule these resources, because we have no knowledge about real-time processing 

blocks before TM pushes them. If we assume exclusive resource allocation this would mean that we 

would need an entire spare copy of the ingest resources just to guarantee a smooth transition. Not 

likely something we want to do. 

The approach I would propose is that we simply plan for ingest nodes to be able to "run" two ingests 

at the same time. After all, ingest is mostly an I/O problem, so as long as only one of the ingests is 

currently doing work they are not going to compete too much - e.g. one ingest might be taking in 

first data while the other is flushing the buffer (must keep an eye on memory usage though). 

Containerization might help us making that transition safe. If we are still worried about interference 

we might introduce "locks" of certain resources (say, the network interface or accelerators), which 

could be achieved either using the configuration database or queues. In either case, it seems to me 

that this has a good chance of working. 

The story we tell TM 

We discussed this before, and in my mind the sensible thing to do is to interpret the subarray 

TANGO devices as basically a "view" of SDP processing as relating to current observation. After all, 

clearly it makes little sense to associate offline processing blocks with subarrays - at some point we 

must lose the association. 

This means that in principle, we could report the subarray / processing block as "ready" once the 

running ingest has received (but not processed / flushed) all the data associated with the current 
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observation, and a new ingest could start listening for data. This allows us to progress with respect 

to the state diagram. The PB information would still be discoverable from TANGO via the "master" 

processing block list containing both offline and real-time processing blocks. 

That is my take on this issue. Thoughts? 

 

9.15 SDP start-up state 
 

Status DECIDED  

Stakeholders Ben Mort  Shagita Gounden  Ferdl Graser  

Outcome 
SDP will automatically attempt to transition to full capability 

once it is turned on.  

Due date  

Owner Peter Wortmann  

9.15.1 Background 

● This is about solving various chicken-and-egg problems of the form "how to tell a component 

that is not started yet that it is supposed to start?" 

● Note that this does not mean that all components start immediately, i.e. plaform services 

can still stagger the deployment 

● Also doesn't mean that all components need to go up: We can still hit failures, which means 

we end up in a degraded state anyway 

● Once enough components are up, we might also have options to enter degraded states 

voluntarily (interface TBD). 

● Also note that SDP_REQ-783 states explicitly: "On start-up, the SDP shall enter low power 

mode until commanded otherwise.". Whether or not we implement a low power mode - 

there is a clear expectation that we have a minimal start-up state "until commanded 

otherwise". 

 

9.15.2 Alternatives 
● Start up in (functionally) degraded state - i.e. implement the "don't do anything" part of it 

● Start up with restricted resources - i.e. implement the "use little power" part of it 

● Both, and/or a combination 

● Have it be configuration - this should allow us to be flexible in this regard as long as we are 

convinced that our current architecture can support the required states 

9.15.3 Argument 

● Ben Mort at al said that having intermediate states in start-up would likely make 

implementation more complicated, as it does easily map to an orchestration configuration. 

This is what is prototyped by SIP. 

● Unclear how important it would be to bring up SDP partially. For example, after a power loss 

we might want to not bring all components right away to allow us to have a good look at 
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database consistency (i.e. a half-finished data product catalogue update or data island 

tear-down) before we switch SDP fully on. However, we might still want to provide real-time 

calibration services to the rest of the telescope. If the architecture is to switch everything on 

by default, this sort of thing requires either breaking the architecture (by manual 

intervention) or a race condition. 

  

 

V Allan: Do any of the management solutions allow you to construct a prioritised list of services to 

bring up? Because then one can prioritise getting services to support Receive up first. 
 
B Mort: Yes, this doesn't really tell us whether we need to boot up in "off" or a degraded state (like 

"draining"). The power needs for both are likely effectively the same - and if only because our "full" 

processing power draw is going to be so big by comparison. 

So to decide this we are again back to the functional questions, like the crashed-database scenario. I 

still feel that is enough of a concern that we should think through it properly. I mean, we could just 

boot everything up and hope that the "idle" process does not touch any of the critical areas, but that 

seems pretty risky. 

As I just discussed with Bojan, the two ways of thinking about an "off" state would basically be 

either: 

1. See the cluster configuration as static and only turn certain components on or off. So for 

example we might have just one Docker stack, then mess around with replication degrees. 

This would require the master controller to be aware of dependencies between services - 

such as realising that if we want to disable "Model Databases" we can also turn off a bunch 

of attached database and storage resources. However, this really feels like we are 

re-inventing orchestration. 

2. Actually change/patch the configuration of the cluster. Like having multiple Docker stacks 

that we enable and disable on demand. This would allow the Master Controller to do things 

at a coarser granularity, and have orchestration handle the rest. Also likely a bit against the 

spirit of orchestration by introducing dependencies between different stacks? 

Not sure. 

 

Piers Harding: You likely refer to the time we need to be ready to start an observation? Note that 

only Receive and some Real-time processing actually take active part in that, which is a relatively 

small part of our total capacity. For Off-line Processing we would be okay with waiting a bit longer 

for machines to come up. 
 
Piers: yes - Receive would be the most urgent use case - however, even a small number of nodes - 

say 200 - will take a surprisingly long time to propagate (yet another thing that needs to be 

benchmarked, but I see it a lot on other OpenStack platforms), just purely for the messaging to 

resolve on the control plane, so it either needs to be factored in as an acceptable overhead or a low 

power mode is required.  The choice here architecturally is important, as it makes the difference 

between whether the Master Controller always needs to boot nodes on the platform, or whether it 

just bids for ones from the running pool (in most cases - both cases would need supporting). 
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Peter Wortmann: Out of interest: What kind of messaging needs to "resolve" in this case? What is 

the bottleneck? 

And yes, the difference is important architecturally to some degree. However, processing nodes are 

reasonably exclusive in how they get used, so it should not be too hard to put the Processing 

Controller in charge of both deciding how many of them to turn on as well as how many to use. We 

certainly don't want a solution where we keep all nodes running "just in case". 

 

Ben Mort: While this is probably more of a "running state" discussion than start-up state ...  

In my view, much of this comes down to how often we expect to have a large fraction of the 

processing nodes running in a low power mode (or powered off completely). From my current 

understanding we are designing a average load system so one would therefore not expect too many 

nodes to be idle at any given time. If this is true, there is less of a case for actually turning off nodes 

when they are not currently being used for processing and that opens the possibility of running a 

mesos or k8 scheduler backing the Processing Controller without regular intervention of openstack 

services handling bare metal node provisioning. 

Having said that, if we really need to power down nodes between processing jobs (although at the 

moment I cant see the justification behind this), and we put aside any nodes required for 30 sec high 

priority events, with some additional complexity in the way the Processing Controller handles 

resource allocation (ie. careful planning against work in the batch Processing Block queue), this 

should be technically possible with the openstack API but it would need justification for the 

additional complexity added to the Processing Controller and associated risk that would result from 

this. 

Coming back to the topic of startup - I think it would be slightly easier, to make the case for bringing 

up processing nodes on (or slightly before) first use as this would allow a more controlled start of the 

system when resuming from critical failure and allow a start in a low power mode. Although even 

though that is a possibility, I'm not at all convinced we would make use of that feature often enough 

to justify without strict requirements imposed by the power draw of the system between lower 

power and fully operational modes. I dont include services (or the service service nodes they are 

running on) in this, as in a "idle" or low power state they will only need a very small fraction of the 

total resources of the SDP (and resilience questions aside) would not factor into the low power vs 

high power debate.  
 
Peter Wortmann: Let me cite the entire requirement (thanks Ferdl), which has caused my shift to a 

somewhat harder line on this topic: 
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SDP_REQ-78

3 

Start-u

p 

power 

mode 

On start-up, the 

SDP shall enter 

low power mode 

until commanded 

otherwise. 

Rationale for L1 reqs (SKA1-SYS_REQ-3084 & 

SKA1-SYS_REQ-3086): 

- Power constrained situation on site or 

when hardware is not being used (due to 

failures up stream, etc.). Not really 

applicable to SDP since not on site. 

- Reducing opex: reducing power 

consumption when hardware is not being 

used or idle. 

- Load-shedding or power loss situations 

which requires hardware run on backup 

power. This requires graceful showdown. 

- TM needs to ensure power consumption is 

below available power. Managing power 

consumption to stay within a power budget 

(set by opex budget) is also very useful. 

 

This puts quite a bit of focus on TM keeping SDP below certain power budgets and optimising 

operational expenditure (i.e. saving energy). So we might have to do this whenever our queue shows 

that we are under capacity, which might happen quite often because of Buffer limits. This is 

obviously speculation, but this requirement does not make it seem very optional. 

And yes, I would assume that we can complete SDP start-up once we have enough resources to run 

services - for which one node might well be enough. Whether or not we formally call this a "low 

power mode" is another topic. 

 

Ben Mort: Ok, thanks for the clarification on that requirement. It would be very interesting to know 

exactly what is meant by low power in the SDP context (ie what fraction of peak power or some 

other suitable metric) as it would really help clear up how much we have to worry about this. 

This requirement is also only for start-up power consumption (not steady state deployment), so 

unless there is an additional requirement here, I don't think we formally need to worry too much 

about having to regularly turn on and off nodes as part of normal operation which again is in line 

with the expectation that during steady state production we would be designing for average load 

system.  

Having said all that, unless there is a huge amount of additional complexity in doing so (and at the 

moment I don't believe we know fully either way), we could certainly build in some degree of scaling 

of the bare metal compute nodes under control of the Processing Controller. To do this we could 

consider interfacing with OpenStack APIs or looking at options such as a Kubernetes autoscaler 

plugin. 
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Before going down this route however I would be careful to clarify if it is strictly required for steady 

state operation and exactly what is meant by the low-power mode as we could be designing in quite 

a lot of additional complexity. 

 

Peter Wortmann: Further clarification by Ferdl Graser: 

I wouldn't read too much into the rationale for the L1 requirements, since it mostly applies to 

equipment on site where there are severe constraints on power consumption. At the time when 

size of the SDP system was set by the peak processing load (no load averaging), there was a 

concern that power consumption would need to be managed to keep opex under control. Now 

that the size of the SDP system is much smaller, power consumption is much less of a concern 

and peak power usage is not an issue any more. The only remaining concern with regards to 

SDP's power consumption is provision of backup power. For SKA its not feasible to provide 

backup power for the whole of SDP, but the exact details of redundant power provision (how 

much and for how long) has not been determined yet. Therefore we should address the SDP L2 

requirement ("On start-up, the SDP shall enter low power mode until commanded otherwise.") in 

the architecture and not worry about other functionality for which we don't have any traceability. 

If the SDP architecture supports a low power mode, then other functionality can be added later if 

required. 

Unfortunately, this doesn't really make the situation less complicated - if this is now meant to be 

basically an intermediate state to controlled shut-down then why does the L2 requirement tie it to 

the start-up state? 

I would still very much like to keep the functional capabilities and resource availability questions of 

SDP apart. My proposal here would (still) be: 

● Number of "available" nodes managed in service/processing pools by platform services are 

set and monitored by master / processing controller. The input into this is 1) a forecast of 

compute requirements and 2) a cap set directly or indirectly by TM. Reducing the cap would 

force us to shut down nodes: 

● For processing, this would lead to workflow steps getting cancelled. As processing 

steps should be quite well isolated and repeatable, this should be quite robust: We 

might even decide to just turn off the machines. 

● For services, this could mean that we start killing off unneeded replicas of services. 

Might involve even the master replica switching for a few, but this should not be too 

hard to handle if we do our homework. 

● This would be the implementation of the "low power state". We would just set the available 

node cap to some low value for start-up to satisfy the requirement. TM could then raise it, 

possibly indirectly by setting a Tango state field if that's what they prefer. 

● So on paper, this just reduces the real-time processing we can offer and cause delays in 

batch processing. So this should not actually cause SDP functionality to degrade, and 

therefore not cause an internal state change. 

Bottom line is that it seems like an orthogonal question to what the most useful SDP start-up state is 

going to be. All we know is that TM will talk to us before they expect us to provide full capacity, 

which means that we have significant design space available. 
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Ferdl Graser: The reason the L1 and L2 requirements specify low power mode as a start-up state is 

due to "Load-shedding or power loss situations". Lets assume there is 5% backup power available. If 

there is load-shedding (or other scheduled power loss) then SDP will be commanded to go to the 

OFF state before load-shedding starts. Once load-shedding is complete SDP needs to start-up into 

low power mode as power supply beyond backup power is not guaranteed at this point. Once the 

power supply is deemed stable (and the rest of the telescope is ready to resume observations), SDP 

is commanded to go to the ON state and then observations resume. 

If there is an unscheduled power loss event then 95% of SDP will loose power and SDP will go into a 

failure state. SDP will then likely be commanded to go to the OFF state. Once mains power is 

available again SDP will be commanded to start-up, but may need to recover from the previous 

failed state before ending up in low power mode and waiting to be commanded to go to the ON 

state (as above). 

Note that the states (ON, OFF, low power) I refer to here is the state of SDP from TM's point of view.  

My expectation is that SDP will be able to provide full functionality, but without doing any processing 

or data preparation and delivery, with less than 5% of nominal power consumption. Therefore low 

power mode could just be defined as SDP being in its "full" state with all processing, data 

preparation and delivery stopped (full functionality available, but idle). 
 
Peter Wortmann: Why would we want to go over "OFF" to get into low power mode? It seems 

rather extreme and unnecessary to reboot everything just to shed the load. If TM foresees a power 

failure, why not simply set low-power-"mode" directly (= cap number of allowed available nodes) 

and have SDP deal with the details? 

Losing 95% of our power spontaneously should not automatically cause a failure of SDP either - as 

long as enough service and infrastructure nodes are kept alive. It would obviously raise quite a few 

alarms, and we might have to stop ingesting. The latter is not a fault state, as we could in principle 

still ingest - just possibly not the exact scheduling block configuration we had committed to 

previously. 

At this point it feels like the "standby" definition of draining processing + delivery is not very useful 

for a low-power-mode either. After all - as discussed - platform services might not immediately shut 

down nodes when they go idle. In fact, if the processing scheduler made the assumption that we 

might enter "full" mode momentarily, it might actively keep the nodes on in order to start processing 

as fast as possible. After all that's the point of "standing by", right? 

So yet again: I would like to handle those problem separately, with the whole "low power mode" 

being the responsibility of platform services first and foremost. I will likely make a new architectural 

decision page for that, because at this point I actually believe it to be mostly orthogonal to the 

(functional) start-up state question I meant to discuss here. 

 

Ferdl Graser: The requirement for low power mode is to reduce power consumption to less than 5% 

of the nominal power consumption. 
 
Piers Harding: When an API call is made to OpenStack to provision a server a message is inserted on 

a queue (most likely RabbitMQ).  A worker picks this up and then attempts the provisioning - 

checking inventory, allocating a node, attaching network connections and storage (can be other 
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things like NVMe devices) - in our case (Ironic) also communicating with the hardware backplane to 

wake up the target, and instruct the network switches (if necessary).  These things take time - how 

long I have no visibility of as I don't have access.  On top of this I would expect contention based on 

the number of workers on the control plane, and parallel access to the backplane - 56 nodes per rack 

all at one time for example. 

It would be very interesting to see a breakdown of the 5 mins 34secs. 

I find the idea of a low power mode attractive (things like GPUs soft-switched off etc) as it will 

simplify the architecture through being able to raise the integration point for the Controller to the 

resource scheduler as opposed to needing to get involved with the lower platform services such as 

OpenStack. 

 

Peter Wortmann: Delays are to be expected and not inherently problematic for batch processing - 

we know when observations finish hours in advance. So if we can bring up a good percentage of SDP 

within 10 minutes that's about as much as we need. 

And from the mechanisms you describe, this doesn't sound unrealistic: We just need enough of 

those "workers" to be able to do a few dozen or so boot-ups in parallel? That might allow us to hit 

hundreds of nodes pretty quickly. However, if this boils down to requiring 5 minutes per node 

sequentially, that would certainly be a problem at this scale (that would mean 5 days to bring up the 

entire cluster!). 

 

Piers Harding: Agreed - batch processing gives us some luxuries on time management, but in the 

interests of optimising efficiency of the platform I think it is worth at least entertaining the notion of 

having a gradual scale of power modes.  The slowest being booting up nodes from cold (covers many 

scenarios including recovery from full shutdown), but also having at least one other "power saving" 

mode where CPUs, GPUs, Disks (if we have any spinning storage in the end) etc. are turned down 

enabling as much of the SDP software infrastructure to be operational but idle. 

One other thing that I did not mention before is the additional time for cluster synchronisation.  This 

could be a factor at multiple levels such as the resource manager/scheduler (eg: Kubernetes/Mesos - 

if we have one) establishing state with agents dialling in, the equivalent for the Controllers, and even 

the execution frameworks (unclear how these will vary) - all of which will have dependencies to 

reach their own "ready state".  Typically, the bigger the cluster the more these things can flap, until 

they settle down. 

I would like to flag this up (or note as a risk) as something that we should target for testing as close 

to end to end as possible so that it is a bit clearer what delays we need to deal with.  It may shed 

light on how clever we need to be about things like self-healing of the cluster, and signalling up to 

TM what is required for advanced notice on the processing schedule.  It could well make the choice 

clear about what we need to use for some of the Platform Services in order to meet our 

performance obligations. 
 
Verity Allan: How would you formulate such a risk? Would it be something like: 

Risk event: SDP cannot respond to ToOs within the 30s time limit 

Risk Cause: SDP cannot start up/repurpose nodes sufficiently quickly. 
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Or would this be a risk about the startup time of the SDP from crash/deliberate low power mode? 

 

Piers Harding: There are a number of aspects to this.  Risk event and cause are as you describe.  But 

in addition to this, it has implications for power management, scheduling and resource management 

options depending on what power saving strategy needs to be employed. 

For example, resource managers and schedulers such as Kubernetes, DCOS, and Swarm are 

predicated on the cluster remaining relatively stable (scheduling is calculated on what is available 

now - not a future state).  So in order to avoid cluster re-engineering events in the SDP (eg. remove 

nodes from cluster before power down - which will require job/service draining and migration, 

signalling to the master controller and so on) any participating node must remain at an on state 

where the network stack is up and the OS is minimally responsive so that 

heartbeats/monitoring/logging/accounting continue (possibly pinned to a particular CPU).  This 

could be achieved in a lower power way by sleeping GPUs, throttling minimal CPU, and using 

features such as C/CP states to reduce power consumption.  This approach will save power (not 

quantifiable at the moment) but leave the cluster fully responsive and not the bottleneck to the 30s 

rule. 

Any other approach (suspend, or cold start) will require startup time, cluster dial-in time, and 

synchronisation with the master/processing controller - this cluster flapping will require an 

undefined variable warmup time, and management of advanced notice so that power management 

doesn't adversely affect the efficient use of scheduling blocks.  With expensive power state changes 

there is another set of calculations that are required - is the length of time that the 

node/rack/cluster  can be down for greater than the cost of the power spike to restart and go 

through the warmup phase - increasing the complexity of schedule calculations.  The more nodes 

you have to boot the more other considerations come in such as power overloading, increasing the 

need for staggering these events. 

This would turn the interface between block scheduling and resource management from an 'on 

demand' integration, to a considerably more disconnected and asynchronous one with less 

predictability. 

So, the risk is not just responsiveness of the platform but the predictability of scheduling and power 

efficiency. 

 

John Garbutt: We can profile the exact time taken, but for Ironic the majority of the time is waiting 

for the BIOS, then a bit of time waiting for linux to boot, while going through the various node boot 

cycles (pxe boot into a control image so we can copy the image onto the machine, then reboot into 

the chosen image). 

There are ways of reducing the amount of time that takes (discussions around network booting is 

one of them, getting hardware with faster BIOS, tricks similar to Intel's clear containers, etc), but 

they are all fairly costly and move away from doing things the "normal" (well tested / more easily 

supportable) way. 
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Ben Mort: I agree that that whatever we decide about running in lower power modes, this should 

include some reasoning about replication levels of services and this is something that is very much 

already on the road map to prototype as part of SIP. I'm assuming that we will support the option for 

concurrent redundancy in all key Execution Control and other SDP services to support both 

horizontal scaling, resilience and rolling updates. 

I don't agree at all however that we need to go back to the functional questions again in this 

architectural discussion. I guess this is because I don't share your concern about the degree of 

unmanageable failure of critical components. While we will inevitably have and should fully expect 

regular failures caused by software and hardware bugs and errors, I can't see any scenario where we 

don't build a system which engineers around in all cases but a completely critical failure of huge 

percentage of the total SDP nodes. In my view there is never a scenario that we just "boot everything 

up and hope" as you describe it - in fact I'm assuming that the set of services we are running (in 

either low or high power mode) is fully resilient and not just assumed to be the case but backed by 

continuous testing both of development and deployment code (We have even toyed with the idea of 

playing with somthing like https://github.com/Netflix/SimianArmy/wiki/Chaos-Monkey to prove this 

when we get around to being able to deploy a large fraction of the SIP prototypes of SDP 

components on P3). 

Hope some of that helps, I'm more than happy to go into more details if you need (although we 

probably better check we are not just talking cross purposes first!) 
 
 

Peter Wortmann: I can't see any scenario where we don't build a system which engineers around in 

all cases but a completely critical failure of huge percentage of the total SDP nodes. 

Not sure I understand this part? Anyway, let me attempt to paint the big picture here: 

Resilience only helps if we can actually automatically detect that something is going wrong, and if 

the spare has a shot at doing a better job. Tests only can help if we actually have thought of the 

specific scenario beforehand. Clearly we should do our best to do all of this, and the SIP work is 

invaluable for setting that up. But at the end of the day, the question remains: Do we actually want 

to bet the stability of our system on it entirely? To be precise: If an engineer finds something 

worrying in a log that points to something going deeply wrong, would we want to take a 

hundred-thousand-euro bet (down time cost) that none of the "idle" operation could possibly cause 

a problem? With complicated databases interfacing with Python scripts pulling in god knows what 

kind of dependencies doing unspeakable things in __init__.py? 

I mean, it might seem silly to conjure up the image of a metaphorical iceberg hitting us just right so 

that Model Databases ends up chewing up all data in the Buffer by hitting a certain type of timing in 

the kernel-level storage driver every time we boot it up. But the fact of the matter is that SDP will 

break in horrible ways that we don't anticipate. Having the ability to turn pieces of it off in a 

controlled fashion is going to be a godsend, even if you don't share Bojan's dark vision of an SDP 

never stabilising to the point where we can do two things at the same time. In any case - the hard 

part in making this work is going to be to de-couple the software to allow these types of partial SDPs 

to work. So architecturally I have a hard time seeing the reasoning why we would want to restrict 

the usage of this mechanism. Especially on start-up, where with all kinds of software and hardware 

booting up we might actually be in our most vulnerable state of all. 
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Anyway - if you guys don't want to prototype this, that's okay. We can test everything we want in 

other ways, this is not a priority. But so far this sounds alarmingly like we want to introduce an 

architectural complication just to cater for the limits of certain implementations. We should only do 

that if we understand the underlying architectural reasons. 

 

Ben Mort: I think is possible some of this confusion (or difference in opinion), comes from us both 

making slightly different base assumptions around the development of production SDP code and 

where in the system handing of failures should be dealt with. 

Anyway, while I agree that testing is limited by the ability to think of test scenarios (although this is 

somewhat mitigated by thorough test coverage analysis), and that failure detection is an important 

part of resilience, I would still strongly argue that there are well established practices (eg. 

https://landing.google.com/sre/book.html) in developing and running a large(ish) software systems, 

such as SDP, that should adopt which would rule out the case where we are simply "taking a "bet" on 

the stability of the system. Also, letting unknown or poorly characterised code into the system is 

something we would never knowingly allow, and we defend against the cases where this will still 

happen by designing  components that through loose coupling, strictly defined interfaces and 

separation of concerns mean that any given component would have a extremely low chance of 

bringing down the system as a whole. Further to this we would never assume that the system is ever 

fully bug free or stable and by introducing a degree of chaos to the system to emulate unpredictable 

failure we would ensure that the design can accommodate a degree of failure as determined by our 

uptime requirements. 

As far as SIP code goes, this is absolutely something we will be prototyping and we will want to 

testing at as much scale as we can on P3 soon as we have enough useful components that we can 

glue together to make the test meaningful (hopefully in the not too distant future). Even before we 

get to that point however, we are implementing every newly developed SIP component to be 

deployable both isolation and as part of a set of partial deployment scenarios. This will allow us to 

demonstrate this approach (although I admit in a somewhat limited fashion due to lack of 

complexity in the prototype compared to a full production code), and allow some testing of how the 

system can respond to random and partial failure both from a set of defined failure scenarios and 

also from the introduction of random failure by randomly terminating or crashing services or 

introducing bad data into the system. 

Hope this clears things up a bit, I would not want to give the impression that i'm assuming failure 

won't happen and we should not be concerned about it, I'm just proposing we design our system to 

defend against it. 

 

Peter Wortmann: The question is what Google doesn't tell us... They have been hiring masses of 

top-of-the-class software engineers, they can do a lot of things we can't. We should retain a good 

dose of scepticism and not lose track of the things we can actually guarantee with just some 

down-to-earth damage control mechanisms. 

Anyway, the bit I would like to discuss more would be the complexity issue, using the Docker swarm 

example. I suggested having multiple "stacks" previously, but from reading more of the Docker 

configuration it looks like they would rather like to think of this as updating the stack configuration 

(which seems to be possible both via CLI and REST). So presumably we could have a master compose 
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file that employs a naming scheme ("control-master") such that the master-controller can easily 

sub-set it if needed. Initial creation of the cluster could either happen by having a separate "startup" 

compose file, or by having a dedicated entry point into the master controller code just for this 

occasion. 

This doesn't look too complicated to me, and well worth it for the flexibility we gain. Anything I'm 

overlooking here? 

 

Ben Mort: Yes I agree that we need to be realistic about guaranteeing too much, but that also should 

not mean we ignore best practices. For parts of the system where we really need high resilience I 

don't think it would be too far a stretch to learn from some of the bigger players as when you start 

to look into it, developing code in this way is really not that complicated. I fully appreciate your 

skepticism though   

Anyway, what you are suggesting around the use of Docker Swarm sounds very doable.While at this 

point I would pay more attention to Kubernetes features than Docker Swarm if we are looking ahead 

for inspiration on design of production code, the base features are very similar so your example 

should be possible in both. In a previous version of our SIP code we had a specialised PaaS class 

which used the Python Docker API (which is a thin wrapper on the REST interface) to enable the 

Master Controller to start and stop services. We still have this code sitting around, and it is 

something we will be using (with slight updates) to deploy a set of containerised visibility receive 

processes, as part of an ingest workflow test on P3 which we will be working on again in the 

upcoming 2018B sprint. 

When it comes to SIP prototyping of the deployment of SDP Services (by which I mean any services 

which form part of the SDP software stack - rather than just those in the 'SDP Services' module), I'm 

currently reluctant to add this functionality back to the Master Controller as I'd like to first explore 

how far we get with the simpler case were the Master Controller doesn't need to be concerned 

about managing the state or health of other services in the system. This is predicated on the belief 

that we can demonstrate that we can have a system that is designed to be resilient enough to 

inevitable failures or has simple and well defined methods for handling failure by operator 

intervention against the platform services interface (which keeps the flexibility you are proposing 

but means that it would be down to the operator rather than done via the TM interface). Having said 

all that, if you are strongly of the opinion that this has to be a feature of the Master Controller and 

decide to write it into the architecture we will make sure to add it to the SIP prototype it in a future 

sprint. 

 

Peter Wortmann: We should absolutely learn from them, but don't stop looking for ways to be 

resilient that are specific to SDP functionality. 

You are entirely free in how you set the priorities for prototyping. If anything, that's my point: This 

feature is obvious enough that we don't need to prototype it right now (especially if you've already 

looked into it). In fact, we can turn the argument around to some degree: Starting up everything at 

once is actually harder to get right, so for prototyping ignoring partial and staged start-ups actually 

makes sure we test the hardest case. 

But at the same time, that should not be grounds for ruling it out in the architecture! 
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9.16 TM Interface Split 
 

Status DECIDED 

Stakeholders 
Ferdl Graser Shagita Gounden Verity Allan Rob Simmonds Ben Mort 

SKA Integration 

Outcome 
We split the interface TM into sub-interfaces by role, and use lollipop 

notation  

Due date  

Owner  

9.16.1 Background 

 In the C&C we have a rather big TM interface, and it is fairly clear that not items on this interface are 

created equal. They use different protocols (Tango, DB, HTTP?), have very different purposes 

(control, logging, sky model maintenance, QA, telescope model provider+consumer), and ultimately 

communicate with very different endpoints. 

9.16.2 Assumptions 

● TM does not actually care too much about those interfaces in concert (or at all). A lot of 

those interfaces are expected to just be routed through with little TM involvement. 

9.16.3 Alternatives 

Alternative 1: Current situation 
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One big interface for TM. Fairly unclear whether or not the ports relate to each other. 

 

Alternative 2: Split TM Interface 
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Here TM appears as three elements: 

1. 1. "Control/Operation Interface": The whole Tango hierarchy we offer. Note that by 

the definition of the Tango interface, this would include any Telescope Model data we 

publish. 

2. 2. "Observatory Interface": Second is about extracting data from SDP (ELK, detailed 

QA, delivery). This would likely take the form of a bunch of HTTP interfaces we offer on the 

general-purpose network. This feels pretty useful to group together, it might share things 

like access control. 

3. 3. "telescope model interface": In contrast to the others this is actually an interface 

that is provided *to us*. It has basically nothing to do with the TM Tango interface we 

provide, and would be implemented entirely differently *if* we ever transplant SDP 

somewhere else. 

Alternative 2a: Variant in lollipop notation 
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Better presentation: Representing the TM interfaces as components of their own drew too much 

attention to them, and also suggested that we need to have them. Using the "lollipop" notation to 

show those as provided interfaces seems a more appropriate way of showing that. 

On Paul's request, some components (SRCs, LFAA, CSP) were shown as proper components to 

emphasise their critical role in the architecture. To mark them as external we instead draw them 

smaller and shaded. 

9.16.4 Argument 
● TM might just want to forward traffic to have it under control. This actually makes sense: TM 

might for example want to put their authentication on top of it. This would actually make 

our job easier. All we'd have to agree on would be some very broad framework protocol (e.g. 

HTTP). 

● This is especially relevant as for SDP_REQ-812 (Portability of SDP to SRCs) we would want to 

decouple from the concrete architecture of TM as much as possible. So even if SKA TM 

implements all of these interfaces as shown, in SRCs the situation might be entirely different. 
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● This is also a useful distinction for activity diagrams, as communication on these interfaces is 

often quite independent:

 

 

9.16.5 Implications 

Slight limitation in what we can do. For example, the sky model query interface sits between 

"control" and "observatory" interfaces. 

 

Paul Alexander: There are two changes here that we must distinguish carefully. 

1. Splitting our current "<<external>> TM" into more than one component I think is essentially 

a presentation issue rather than an architectural change. 

2. Adding functionality to "Observatory" is a change at system level.  Observatory is not TM, it 

represents the interface for the science teams not the control and monitor of the telescope 

so we must keep these separate - that is why the original interface was just to delivery and is 

via a different interface to TM 

3. There is also another change which sneaks in a control interface between preservation and 

buffer rather than between execution control and preservation - this should be considered 

separately. 

I thought we had essentially baselined our top level C&C view.  I see no great simplification here so 

we should not change at this point.  The only reason to change would be if the detailed TM interface 
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work we completed two weeks ago requires a change.  I think Ferdl Graser could usefully comment 

on that.  Otherwise we make no change, but ask the review to consider it. 

If there is an argument about the control interface to preservation we should look at that separately. 

 

Ferdl Graser: The detailed TM interface work does not change the architecture. I agree with having 

the review consider the best way to present this aspect of the architecture. 

9.17 Input, intermediate and output data in the SDP Buffer System will be 

organised using filesystem(s) 
 

Status DECIDED 

Stakeholders 
Bojan Nikolic John Taylor Chris Broekema Paul Alexander 

SKA Storage 

Outcome  

Due date  

Owner  

9.17.1 Background 
We already assume that objects are addressed hierarchically, and are accessible using a file system 

API. It has not been proven that conventional file system implementations like Lustre can not scale 

as far as we need them - at least if we keep the option open to partition them. Therefore it seems 

like down-selecting to those implementations might save us some work. 

9.17.2 Assumptions 
The file system will be network accessible, i.e., multiple nodes will be able to access the system over 

the network at the same time. 

9.17.3 Alternatives 
 

Alternative 1: File Systems 
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(drafted by PW, please correct errors here: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1RMQ-UciHvaYkRCZFdwekd2Vm8) 
This would be a decomposition of the "Buffer" component in the SDP-level C&C. The storage 

interface is meant to be implemented by a number of file systems that can be mounted. Provisioning 

and preparing these file systems is organised via the coordination interface, after which point it can 

be mounted and used by components that wish to read or write it. This view does not specify what 

physical storage these file systems would be stored on. 

 

Alternative 2: Object Store 

 

(drafted by PW, please correct errors here: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1RMQ-UciHvaaXZGUGUzVlFqaTg) 
Again, decomposition of the "Buffer" component in the SDP-level C&C. Instead of separate file 

systems, we have one distributed object store which we use to provide a number of file system 

interfaces. 

To be clear again: This view does not specify where the file system interfaces or the object store are 

instantiated. It is likely that the file system interface would actually be deployed with the 

application's system interface (i.e. a driver/wrapper), which would make the <<storage>> interface 
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local to the executing node. Not sure that's really the best view, we just show it that way for 

comparison. 

Alternative 3: Leave Open (selected) 

 

 

 

The File System Interface components from Alternative 2 can also be used to abstract away the 

underlying Storage Implementation - now it could be either a File System or an Object Storage, it 

doesn't matter for the application. We would want to use the term "file system" especially loosely 

here in order to not limit our options: We neither say that it needs to have full POSIX semantics, nor 

do we entirely forbid ways of accessing data more directly if appropriate. 

9.17.4 Arguments 

1. Meta data performance at large scale: There are doubts that handling the meta data 

associated with pure file system solutions might be problematic 

1. Can we please collect documents on this? Lustre seems to be used currently for 

majority (if not all) large scale radio astronomy data processing. So we'd need to 

show that: - filesystem performance will not be sufficient & that alternatives have 

demonstrably better performance. 

2. Modifiability of the underlying storage implementation: Long-term we do not 

actually want to lock ourselves into a concrete storage technology (class) if we can 

help it. 

3. Application development complexity: Applications should not have to use 

specialised APIs unless they really need the performance. 

4. Access overheads: Adding more complexity (especially additional emulation layers) 

might reduce the performance of access. This would favour simpler architectures. 
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9.17.5 Affected Artefacts 

Links to meeting notes: Filesystem or Objectstore? Data Lifecycle Considerations  

 

Peter Wortmann: Must be careful in how to phrase this. Is this a question of: 

● How data is identified? So do we want a hierarchical view? 

● How data is accessed? Do we ask for a POSIX-compliant API? Possibly a subset? Do we 

down-select and forbid other interfacing possibilities? 

● How data is transferred over the network? Are we assuming a file-system specific 

implementation like NFS? 

● How data is stored? Do we assume that all of this actually maps to physical 

filesystem-oriented storage drivers? 

Those map to very different architectural issues and views. My stance would be that we want the 

first two points - minus possibly some POSIX details if they get in the way - but should not make any 

assumptions about the latter two. 

 

Bojan Nikolic: Not sure I understand the last two points, could you expand. Could assuming an 

implementation have architectural impact? 

 

Peter Wortmann: Well, those are the points I don't believe in myself, so it's a bit of a straw-man. The 

concrete changes I was arguing against in terms of the views: 

● Having "<<filesystem>>" on the C&C view, or allocate it to any network, as the buffer 

communication protocol should not be forced to have anything to do with file systems 

● Having a "filesystem" component in the buffer decomposition or an allocation view. Forcing 

the buffer implementation to be a file system doesn't feel necessary either. 

 

Bojan Nikolic: You mean that the API is a POSIX filesystem API but that it could be implemented with 

something other than a filesystem? Yes, but that is sort of obvious: all filesystems are  implemented 

as some combination of blocks and databases built on those blocks. Is there any foreseeable use of 

leaving this finesse in the architecture? 

Anyway the intention was really to use a filesystem. Is there an advantage not to? 
 
 

Peter Wortmann: I guess my point is that it is not obvious to me... What are the architectural 

trade-offs here exactly? In SEI terms, is this about C&C, module dependency, or data models? What 

are the "diffs" on those views? 

The concerns I understand are: 

1. How we (primarily) identify data objects. A hierarchical system allows us to easily reason 

about whole groups of data objects as needed, which fits our system data model structure 

well (scheduling blocks break down into processing blocks, which again break down into 

workflow stages as far as I'm concerned). So this is a data model question. 
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2. How we access data objects from the application's point of view. This is a module 

dependency type of question, and we already have it represented (system services has "file 

system interface"). 

Is that enough for "really" using a file system in the architecture? Or is there something here we're 

missing? 

 

Ferdl Graser: If a filesystem is the simplest option here (that satisfies the ASRs) and there is no 

strong argument for using something else or leaving the option open, then I would just go ahead and 

just specify the use of a filesystem. We can record this as the decision and make it clear that another 

option would be used if necessary.  

Does making this decision allow us to move ahead quicker in other areas of the architecture or 

design? 

 

Bojan Nikolic: Yes, in the sense that it greatly simplifies the implementation of the data lifecycle 

management function 

 

Peter Wortmann: If those two concerns are what this about, then I think we can see the decision as 

basically being made. I haven't met anybody yet that seemed strongly opposed to it. I would then 

document the decision on this page if Bojan's okay with it. 

If there is more to it - and the fact that this has been controversial in the first place makes me 

suspect that it is - then we should not make it before we have fleshed it out. Part of that would 

obviously be figuring out where and how we would document it. 

 

Bojan Nikolic: Both I think are important, but the primary driver for filesystem choice is the (1), i.e, 

grouping of related together using the filesystem hierarchy. 

 

Chris Broekema: While I am not necessarily against the use of parallel distributed filesystems (such 

as Lustre), I am very wary of them and will avoid them if at all possible. I would not like to restrict 

our architecture in such a way that we are forced into such an implementation. 

● performance guarantees are almost impossible to get 

● installation, configuration and maintenance are challenging to say the least 

● cost 

● fragile 

I do realise that from a programmers point of view the inherent single namespace is desirable, but 

from an operational point of view this adds complexity (not from a high level I admit, that would be 

just a black box). 
 
Paul Alexander: I think this needs a focussed session to discuss - the link to data lifecycle 

management is essential here.  While I understand your concerns Chris if we don't use off the shelf 

file systems (not a single file system and it could be that the size of a data island is determined by the 

scalability of file systems) then we have to invent something ourselves that does the same tasks 

essentially 
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Peter Wortmann: Okay, I'll just put the diagrams here. The C&C and deployment view fits in well 

with this architectural decision: 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1RMQ-UciHvaNFRZWlRzWU9lNjQ 

Can actually be seen as half-way between the two alternatives above. Observation is that even with 

file systems, we need some sort of "interface", even if it ends up just consisting of a bunch of mount 

points. The actual file systems remain fairly well-encapsulated here, so the choice of granularity of 

them rests entirely with buffer services. 

Deployment: 

 

Attempts to show that the file system interfaces would be deployed along with the application that 

runs it. We use "application" here to make clear that this does not need to be processing - we would 

likely serve delivery or model databases with the same mechanism. 

Something that does not fit in here, and likely needs a separate architectural decision, is the data 

model view of how the different workflow and buffer concepts relate: 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1RMQ-UciHvaa08tWE54TjdHNkk 

We might have to discuss semantics a bit here, but the key idea is that data islands have a 1:1 

relationship with workflow partitions (= instances of execution engines), and give access to a number 

of file systems. The file system identity is entirely given by "(processing block)/(partition)/(output)". 

Coarse data lifecycle policies would apply to paths within the file system. 

 

Ferdl Graser: Does "(processing block)/(partition)/(output)" refer to "[proc_part_id]" in the C&C 

diagram (Data Island[proc_part_id] : Namespace) ? 

 

Peter Wortmann: Conceptually yes. Not sure I believe in the C&C notation though, I was playing 

around with something Paul suggested here. 

 

Ferdl Graser: It’s not clear to me if the architecture shown in the C&C and deployment diagram 

constrains the relationship of data islands to workflow partitions to 1:1? If this architecture does 

force a 1:1 relationship, then the implications of this constraint needs to be stated here (on this 

page) as well.  

 

Ferdl Graser: Comments relating to the deployment diagram: 

● it’s not clear what the extent of a data island is 

● it’s not clear what the "Processing [K][x]" blocks are, do these refer to compute nodes? 

 

Peter Wortmann: The idea was to somehow show that the grey components are part of a single 

data island - so this explicitly shows that the extent of a data island might span multiple compute 

islands. I am not quite sure how to show that - maybe by defining a new type of arrow that 

symbolises an "is part of" relationship? That might actually not be the worst idea: It might allow us 

to show that the workflow partition is meant to be deployed on the same nodes. 

And yes, basically compute nodes. I was trying to be a bit more general until we have something 

concrete to reference from a hardware view. 
 
 
Peter Wortmann: To flag this up one final time - before we put the C&C up for review I have made 

another attempt at condensing this whole thing into a few sentences. The "official" description in 

the C&C now reads as follows: 

● A File System Interface is a component that gets instantiated with applications (such as              

service or execution engine components) to provide file-system style access to Buffer            
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Storage. Implementation specific interface extensions are permitted where required for          

performance reasons. 

● Storage Implementation provides the actual back-end storage behind the File System           

Interface. Instances isolate storage for Workflow Partitions as well as individual inputs,            

outputs and temporary data from each other. This makes it easier to provide performance              

guarantees appropriate to the type of data and simplifies data lifecycle management (as it              

now generally applies to entire storage instances). Implementation could be as distributed            

file system instances or object stores, subject to performance and operational           

considerations. 

Reasoning: 

● We do want a file system interface from the application's perspective. We don't want to end 

up with requiring effectively all software interacting with the buffer to have to implement an 

object store interface. Haven't heard anybody speaking out against that part yet. 

● However, as (I think) both Peter Braam and Chris mentioned to me independently, it would 

be equally bad to restrict all buffer access to POSIX. That's why I explicitly added the option 

for "implementation specific extensions". I would see this quite broadly - so a way to get an 

object store hash for a file object in order to side-step the file system entirely would also 

qualify as an "extension" in my book. 

● To explicitly separate it from the interface the name used for the back-end is now "storage 

implementation". We "instantiate" those individually for two reasons: To make it simpler to 

provide performance guarantees and to implement data life cycle management. 

● Note that I wrote that we'd split storage instances for individual inputs, outputs and 

temporary data. This is my interpretation of Paul's data life cycle master plan, not 100% sure 

he would agree. It makes sense to me, especially thinking about how workflow steps would 

exchange data, and how we would deal with individual inputs and outputs having different 

performance guarantees attached to them. 

Finally, the text now points out that both classic file systems and object stores are a valid 

implementation. Idea is that 1) these restrictions are enough to control the risk to the architecture 

and 2) there is no strong reason here to exclude either solution. 

Any objections? 

Piers Harding: I think that there should be provision for a migration path away from a POSIX file 

system interface. 

With the caveat that storage solutions need to be highly tuned to their use case, I would expect that 

an object storage solution is likely to be faster than a parallel file-system solution like 

Lustre/Gluster/OrangeFS/CephFS when considering the basic architectural principals.  This is purely 

because file-system (insert name here) sits as an abstraction layer on top of an object storage 

back-end.  

As the SDP pipeline processing will be more on the side of a controlled processing environment we 

will also have a greater control over the software that uses it including being able to judiciously apply 

resources to optimising the buffer access.  If this does eventuate then a 'quick win' will be to remove 

the file-system abstraction layer from the underlying distributed object storage engine access. 
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An example of a solution that offers a migration path is something like Ceph that provides Block 

Device (support for traditional back-end web based applications, RDBMS etc. that will form part of 

the SDP/TM solution), File System, and Object Storage from the same cluster.  I think this strategic 

approach will future proof us. 

Peter Wortmann: This is purely because file-system (insert name here) sits as an abstraction layer on 

top of an object storage back-end.  

That's a very broad statement. Would just the existence of a file system interface impact the 

performance of accessing the underlying data, even if we are allowed to do it using an object-store 

specific interface? 

It might be true that we have more control over our software, but we are still going to write a lot of 

it - and many non-trivial bits won't need 4 GB/s throughput. So in my mind, there is no question that 

we want a file system interface at least as a possibility. Especially note that we should already be 

aiming to use the file system interface in a very "friendly" way (few large files, write-(nearly)-once, 

separated storage instances), so maybe we won't actually hit problems all that often? 

Furthermore - and sorry for making a possibly overly sweeping generalisation about a field that's not 

exactly my specialty - how do we actually know that object stores are truly the technology of the 

future, and we won't have yet another hot new technology on the horizon in five or ten years? 

We should think of this in terms of encapsulation, not migration. One of the ideas with allowing to 

"short-cut" the file system abstraction is that we could then re-encapsulate it at a higher level. One 

of Peter Braam's suggestions was to rely on libhdf5 to do this for us, and with MS3(?) we would now 

have another good starting point for this kind of approach. 

Peter Wortmann: Addendum: I think we are actually talking about the same thing, just from 

different sides - encapsulation on the application side allows us to migrate on the platform services 

side. 

Especially note that having separated storage instances might even allow us to mix storage 

implementation types and file system interface implementations, as long as they can be integrated 

into one common "data island" type of storage view. This could prove to be a very flexible 

mechanism for experimenting with storage technology. 

Piers Harding: To be more specific, if we look at the main contenders that I have seen proposed - 

Gluster, Lustre, OrangeFS(I think this one was purely for prototyping and not seriously considered), 

and Ceph - they all have some form of object service that serves blocks off disk, and a metadata 

service that maps, and tracks, IO and location of the block layout including replication.  The 

metadata needs to be replicated and journalled separately in some way for resilience purposes 

which tends to be one of the potential hot spots in performance in them all.  

For our worst case, and as I understand it, our majority case (visibilities?), we are streaming very 

large objects of data (visibilities for an observation could be arranged this way - partitioned along the 

lines of how each compute node will consume them - by frequency/time slice for instance) that will 

be written once and read many times.  For efficiency, anything we can do to reduce the overheads of 

handling IO of this would be a benefit (this needs to be quantified properly and I was hoping that 

testing on P3 or externally will confirm what I have experienced in a relatively small setting 

elsewhere). 
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To give POSIX file-system access over the underlying object storage adds another overhead as a 

combination of the backend storage service presenting the partitioned objects as a pseudo block 

device and the receiving OS overlaying a driver that applies the POSIX interface, produces another 

abstraction layer that could be avoided.  This overhead go up depending on how much of the POSIX 

API is made available - a worst case example would be multi-mount and file locking (hopefully not 

relevant to our use case but I haven't seen detailed requirements around this). 

You maybe right - maybe object storage is not going to be the flavour in 10 years time, but there are 

reasonable signs in the industry that there is a push towards it in the upper end eg. DAOS and Intel. 

Notwithstanding this possible uncertainty, one thing that I am confident about based on my own 

experience is that storage is an area that changes slowly, and I think this is mainly due to so many 

other layers of technology being dependent on it.  Given this, any choice we make now we are likely 

to be stuck with for a long time (cost of change could be high), and choosing something that is 

mainstream and proven should be reasonable - I think object based storage fits these requirements. 

Encapsulation is one mechanism to isolate from change, and manage risk.  Encapsulating the data 

access components will help enable migration from one technology to another, which I think fits in 

with my point about providing a migration path away from POSIX based file system access 

technology to an object storage based one.  Selecting a solution (or at least defining the selection 

criteria for one) that provides the scope for this migration path is part of this risk mitigation.  It also 

neatly covers off the use cases where there will be no migration path (those components that will 

not move away from block device of FS for the foreseeable future) - this is one of the things that 

unified storage solutions aim to do by providing a consolidated storage pool that can be presented 

as FS, BD, and OS. 

Note:  there is a fundamental assumption that I am making that the most cost effective solution with 

the necessary performance for the SDP majority case is a dis-aggregated solution in the data island 

concept. 

9.18 Compute Islands are a platform concern 
 

Status DECIDED 

Stakeholders SKA Storage  

Outcome 
Limit island concept to platform/deplyment views, possibly 

scheduling data models  

Due date 17 Oct 2017 

Owner  

 

9.18.1 Background 

Originally compute islands were expected to be a cross-cutting concern, with impact on all global 

C&C view (so both platform and system). At this point it seems that network is much less of a 
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concern than expected, so software performance is unlikely to be affected strongly enough to 

warrant this sort of treatment. Therefore we should limit this concept to just hardware and 

deployment views. 

(Original by BN: Are we still using the concept of Compute Islands? As I understood it a full 

nonblocking interconnect is not used for the costed concept. Do we need to retain the complexity of 

having compute islands?) 

 

9.18.2 Assumptions 

● Island interconnect fast enough that we could conceivably run serious workflows involving 

inter-island traffic 

● Data islands can somewhat easily be configured to span multiple islands 

● Having the flexibility to run an execution engine with more nodes than a compute island 

contains is going to be beneficial in some cases 

● We can encapsulate the arising scheduling complexity within the high-level execution engine 

scheduler 

9.18.3 Alternatives 

1. Group processing C&C views by compute island, making it mirror the hardware view 

This would hard-code the compute island concept into the software architecture. This would 

require all software to be aware of our hardware architecture. Scheduling is somewhat 

simpler, as detailed placement decisions can be pushed into the specialised software. 

2. Leave platform and other C&Cs independent, only link compute island concept via 

deployment view 

Software can be aware of compute island structure on case-by-case basis. The scheduler will 

use it to make informed scheduling decisions involving locality, services might be deployed 

strategically taking hardware structure into account, and execution engines might use it to 

optimise data movement. 

Yet there is no architectural requirement, software instances do not have to mirror the 

hardware structure (are allowed to identify just as "100 node job"). Resource allocation has 

to be somewhat more complicated, as we will have to convert between different ways of 

representing our resources. 

9.18.4 Argument 

● Fewer restrictions means more flexibility, and clearer views 

● However, this might still become a scalability issue at some point in future, when we scale 

up the SKA 

● This makes it easier to run standard software in our architecture that doesn't know about 

the island concept 

● This also makes it easier to change island characteristics (size, node types, networking 

properties) in the future 

 

9.18.5 Affected Artefacts 

● Processing C&C view 

● Processing Units of Control view 
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Chris Broekema: yes, we are. Specifically, the concept is at the heart of the scalability and flexibility 

that is essential for the phased deployment. I would very strongly oppose letting go of this concept. 

 

Bojan Nikolic: Phased deployment would be one argument for keeping them. What is our roll-out 

plan in terms of phased deployment – I think we are closer to  doing replacements rather than 

phased deployment. Ferdl Graser / John Taylor  could you comment? 

 

John Taylor: Compute Islands are currently envisaged to package compute, storage and networking 

in some meaningful way. 

Thus they must support the concepts of receive & real-time processing and batch processing. 

Implying they must support ingest rate, hot & cold buffer input and output rates and inter-node 

communication.  

In terms of a phased-deployment we need to determine how much 

1. ingest networking should be provisioned (higher stages of the network (BDN) could be 

assumed to have a life-time >> compute infrastrutcutre (e.g 15 years) 

2. How much cold-buffer storage. 

3. If we consider a converged view of the hot-buffer then there is a dependency on scaling the 

compute nodes. 

 

Bojan Nikolic: Are we actually planning a phased deployment of hardware? I.e., do the computing 

system releases consist of adding more of same compute islands to the system, or are they are a 

complete rewire/rearchitect if not replacement? 

 

Chris Broekema: Yes, phased deployment is my current base assumption. Complete replacement 

adds complexity that seems unnecessary. Consider the CERN model, who really are continuously 

procuring clusters on a yearly cycle. 

 

Ferdl Graser: Currently a phased deployment for the full system is still an option where 50 PFLOPS 

could be installed for AA4 and then additional capacity added as required during the first few years 

of operations to bring the system up to full scale (~260 PFLOPS). It could be that the timeframe 

between the initial 50 PFLOPS deployment and the next larger deployment it so long that it will be a 

replacement rather than adding additional capacity to an existing system.  

The other rationale for having compute islands is that it makes deployment easier since the 

hardware can be supplied, tested, accepted and installed in units of compute islands in a rolling 

fashion. This could also reduce the impact to operating the current SDP hardware while the new SDP 

hardware is being deployed as old compute islands can also be decommissioned in a rolling fashion. 
 
Ferdl Graser: It might be good to list what complexity or constraints the compute island concept 

imposes on the architecture and design.  

 

Paul Alexander: I don't see that the compute island adds complexity at all, rather as Chris and John 

have indicated it represents are basic scalable hardware element.  I see no simplification in removing 

the concept therefore we should not change our architecture 
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Bojan Nikolic: I think every concept introduced in the high-level architecture is a source of 

complexity, so what we don't need we should avoid introducing at all. But if we do still need the 

compute islands, we should document the rationale on this page 

 

Peter Wortmann: Documented what I think we agreed on in the drop-in. It is clearly still a useful 

concept to Chris and John, but it is much less central especially to the software architecture than we 

originally anticipated. 

So in short - we won't entirely forget it, but don't need to lose sleep anymore trying to work out how 

to balance work between islands when workloads are not perfectly equal in size. 

 

Chris Broekema: I would serious suggest, for scalablity's sake, the software does take pains to 

consider data locality. Any cross-island communication should be incidental and avoided if possible. 

Also note the hot and cold buffers are still local to the compute island. 
 
Peter Wortmann: Question is how much "pain". If we hard-code this concept into software - and 

that's what it would boil down to if we include it in C&C or module views - that's a good deal of 

specialisation to our hardware architecture. Doesn't seem like a good idea. 

As I understand it, what this boils down to is encapsulating this complexity in the processing 

scheduler. So scheduling would allocate nodes taking island structure into account, but then the 

execution engine or service would not (or at least not explicitly) be aware of that island structure. 

There is a small risk here that we lose some efficiency due to execution engine doing a bad job at 

managing the data flow across its assigned nodes. However, the decreased coupling makes more 

than up for it in my book. Plus we can always fall back on partitioning the workflow into separate 

execution engine instances if we want to "enforce" locality. 

 

Chris Broekema: So your current view is to consider the entire SDP as a monolithic block of 

resources? 

 

Peter Wortmann: No, to the contrary. The view is that an execution engine or service can likely get 

away with reasoning about their share of the resources as a monolithic block. I would even leave the 

door open for passing down locality hints (e.g. MPI ranks). The point is that the concept of the 

compute island does not explicitly appear in software beyond scheduling, and is therefore not 

architectural. 

To illustrate using a more low-level example: Let's say we want to implement "top-of-the-rack" log 

aggregation nodes like Piers was sketching. The way we would do that is to configure deployment of 

processes to nodes suitably - either manually or by asking scheduling. However, all the logging 

infrastructure would know is that it was deployed on N nodes, and each of those have K nodes that 

are configured to stream towards it. 

This might mean some redundancy, but allows us flexibility in how we deploy. While having one 

island per - here - logging aggregator might still be the obvious and even "best" choice, I feel this is 

still the sensible thing to do. 
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Chris Broekema: But does that that not just push the locality responsibility to the resource 

scheduler? That resource scheduler must have information on where data is located, as well as 

annotated available resources (with capacities, specifications and such). 

Using the compute island concept makes this more or less trivial, but without this becomes a very 

difficult problem to solve effectively. 

Also, I am still under the impression that single applications (data islands) do not span more than one 

compute island, as shown in the Buffer C&C diagram. Does this not imply that data locality is 

enforced? 

 

Piers Harding:  think it does - in so much that it needs to have access to a map of data locality.  I see 

this as the next generation scheduling concept that is poorly done currently by things like Mesos 

(resources are basically managed as a set of capabilities owned by compute nodes).  The scheduler 

should be aware of data locality so that it can best position tasks to minimise data movement.  An 

addition to this would be a constant feedback loop from the execution framework on how tasks are 

performing so that the scheduler can have the opportunity to dynamically rebalance. 

 

Peter Wortmann: It doesn't "just" push it to the scheduler, it makes the high-level execution engine 

scheduler the central point where we encapsulate the reasoning about islands. That's the point of 

the architectural decision: Limit scope to reduce complexity. 

Has there been a decision about data islands vs compute islands? If you were referring to this 

picture: 

 

 

Note that it actually says the opposite. We have two physical islands, but the file system interfaces of 

one island provide access to the hot buffer components on the other island. 

There are a bunch of reasons I would not want to rule this out. Continuum pipelines will likely need 

to span multiple islands (see pipeline-working-sets.pdf for now. Working on a more detailed memo, 

would really be interested to hear your take on it). Restricting this would also rule out the possibility 
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of having a global execution engine, which seems against the spirit of the architecture. Finally 

wouldn't want to rule out large island-spanning jobs for data re-organisation purposes (e.g. binning 

of visibilities). 

 

John Taylor: In your diagram, Peter, are you saying that Compute Island-A and Compute Island-B 

should be generalised to the Compute-Island-(1) thru Compute-Island-(N). 

As per the Compute-Island concept we size (Hot,Cold) Buffer per Compute-Island, but these CAN be 

made globally accessible across all compute islands with the proviso of networking disparity across 

Compute-Islands and increasing variance of access times and performance.  

In the case of an application that does span Compute-Islands I guess the question is that "could 

these effects be ameliorated". 

Does this add too complexity to the scheduler? Predominantly we are scheduling across compute 

islands? 

 

Chris Broekema: Also note that the addition of cross-island filesystem traffic over the low-latency 

interconnect may conceivably lead to performance impact, both on the network and the component 

that offers that filesystem API. This adds (very significant) scope and potential complexity to the 

buffer and makes performance of the low-latency interconnect a lot less predictable. 

I believe our point is that from rom a hardware and scheduling perspective this is not a 

simplification. While we did have a discussion on the use of compute islands from a hardware point 

of view, we have not discussed the implications of a globally accessible filesystem interface and 

allowing applications to span multiple islands. Both of these are changes to our original architecture 

and should be carefully considered. 

 

Peter Wortmann: Yes - this is meant to just show an example of a deployment. It should generalise 

to N islands. 

I am not too worried about scheduler (computational) complexity, to be honest. The point here 

would be to limit the architectural (=interface) complexity. 

 

TN Chan: The same question / issue was discussed internally in NZA for a while and I am pleased that 

a clear answer / decision has emerged. I like the concept of compute islands for 2 reasons.  (a) It is 

physical.  Whilst planning and analysis can be done in the mental space, execution is best done in the 

physical space  SDP is an instrument and its execution, operation, and maintenance shall be as 

physical as economically permissible. It institutes orderliness.  (b) It is a hierarchy.  Modern 

management preaches about the reduction of hierarchy but not the elimination. Hierarchy is always 

needed for distribution of authority which translates into clarity of accountability.  Hierarchy incurs a 

cost and this is a well worth management cost assuming we have 1500 nodes in the full assembly. 

The discussions recorded above on this thread have endorsed both reasons very well. 

 

John Taylor: For reference the following memo (from a number of years ago) may be useful context 

here too: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AAfxo6dhaAhcIxCF2LxlphkWil6n1qXnDGxkT3Q9mBE/edit#h

eading=h.6hwijx8lm2me 
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TN Chan: It is wonderful to realize that Document SDP-067 has stood the test of time (about 27 

months) and practically all arguments in favour of computer islands as a concept are still valid 

(thanks John).  The latest decision reinforces our previous beliefs and enhances our comfort level 

towards construction. Maybe it is time to do some scenario visioning if our HPSO's have become 

more definite: (a) the entire Low or Mid runs one application (the most resource demanding 

applications such as ICAL) at one time, and (b) each SDP runs a multitude of applications in a similar 

fashion to a HPC data center.   There may be some situations that the computer island arrangement 

(as a hardware concept) is not the best (fittest for purposes), and we still have time to fine-tune the 

concept (to provide for some relief of the concept) at this stage. 

 

Chris Broekema: Good memory, I had totally forgotten that I co-wrote that. Note that the concept is 

no more that a scalable hardware construct. A bespoke supercomputer solution may arguably fit in 

the concept 
 

9.19 Separate resource pools for real-time and offline processing 
 

Status DECIDED  

Stakeholders 
Paul Alexander Peter Wortmann Bojan Nikolic Ursula Badenhorst Shagita 

Gounden 

Outcome 

Define separate resource types for real-time and offline processing resources. 

This makes the resource scheduling and allocation process much simpler. (need 

to add rationale for this from the meeting notes on this discussion)  

Due date 08 Sep 2017  

Owner Ferdl Graser  

9.19.1 Background 

During the observation planning phase TM ObsMgt schedules and allocates SDP resources (high 

level). These resources are defined as peak FLOPS capacity and buffer capacity. 

The Processing System Control View lists various L1 requirements regarding scheduling and 

resources that need to be satisfied. 

 

9.19.2 Affected Artefacts 

Processing System Control View: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vBUdy2oAXScoST9fRCFYyh97Nx-QmKKSpE67jrkehw8/edit# 

 

Bojan Nikolic: Different resource pools  or types? (title and the description seem to differ on this) 

 

Peter Wortmann: From what I remember, TM reserves the right to make us jump from the cheapest 

to the most expensive real-time processing without prior warning. This makes it basically a 
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requirement to have enough idle capacity around to account for that eventuality. This is not about 

simplicity - this is a hard requirement. 

The reason this is sort-of okay with us is because 

1. We do not need much resources for real-time processing anyway 

2. Receive and real-time processing likely doesn't need access to the hot buffer, so it can be 

relocated in a very flexible manner 

3. It might be cheap enough that we can "squeeze" it in easily between larger processing blocks 

(say, leftover nodes on compute islands). 

Now depending on how you define "pool" here that might help or hinder this sort of scheduling. 

Something that might also be important to consider is how we'd determine the size of this pool - 

would we have to worry about details such as subarray configuration here? 
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